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In The Telemarketing
Business, It's ,
PEOPLE
Who Make
The Difference Between
ASuccessful Cmpaign
incl An "Alcn Pnn" .
Meet Karen, one of Broadcast
Direct's friendly, well trained
and professional telemarketers.
Karen is just one of over 100
experienced telemarketers
serving our client stations on a
daily basis.

ILI elemarketing is the most personal communication

we ensure that we meet the highest level of personal

you will probably ever have with your core or potential

service and quality standards.

audience. That's why some of the most experienced and
demanding broadcast executives in the U.S. depend on

It's true... there à acorrect mix of micro- marketing

Broadcast Direct Marketing for their telemarketing

services that's right for each station, each format, each

needs.

market, and each set of needs and objectives. We can
help you determine the most appropriate mix. But,

Because we service the broadcast industry exclusively,

remember when it comes to telemarketing it's more than

our people understand the superlative service today's

just services, it's the People who make the difference

leading broadcasters demand and expect. But, there is a

between asuccessful campaign and an " also ran" failure.

catch.., we work for only aselect number of stations.
Thus, by limiting the number of stations we serve,

Talk to us today... we'll talk to your target market.

TO LEARN MORE ABOUT HOW TELEMARKETING CAN IMPROVE YOUR RATINGS CALL:

1992 Broadcast Direct Marketing. Inc.
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PIIISERADIO EVENTS CALENDAR
Features
April 22- 24—Broadcast Cable Financial Management Association 32nd
Annual Convention NYC (800)225-8183

September 9- 12—Radio '
92 Convention, sponsored by NAB, New Orleans (202) 429-5409

April 29- 30—Ohio Association of
Broadcasters Spring Convention
Columbus, OH (614) 228-4052

September 27-30-33rd World Advertising Congress of the International
Advertising Association, Barcelona,
Spain. Miguel Fuertes, (343) 423-3101,
Ext. 8208 through 8213

April 30- May 3— The Radio Broadcasters Association of Puerto Rico
Annual Convention, San Juan, Puerto
Rico. ( 809) 724-8151
May 2-6—Public Radio Annual Conference, Seattle, WA
May 13- 15—The International
Broadcasters Idea Bank Convention, Dubuque. IA
May 27- 31—American Women in
Radio and Television 41st Annual
Convention Scottsdale A7 (202)429-5102
June 7-13 National Association of
Broadcasters Executive Management Development Seminar, University of Notre Dame, South Bend, IN
(202) 429-5402
June 10- 13—National Association of
Broadcasters/Montreux International Radio Symposium and Exhibition, Montreux, Switzerland ( 202)429-5409
June 11-13-1992 Radio 8z Records
Convention for Programmers and
Record Industry Century Plaza, LA
June 11- 14—Missouri Broadcasters
Association Spring Meeting, Lake of
the Ozarks, MO (314) 636-6692
June 14-17-1992 BPME & BOA Conference & Exposition, Seattle, WA.
BPME-(213) 469-9559:1415) 788-7622
June 18-20—Texas Association of
Broadcasters Radio Day, Midland.
TX ( 512) 322-9944

October 16- 19—Texas Association of
Broadcasters Convention, Austin, TX
(512) 322-9944
February 4- 7—Radio Advertising Bureau MSC '93. Dallas 1- 800RAB SELL
February 13-16, '93- National Religious Broadcasters 50th Annual
Convention, Los Angeles (201)428-5400
September 8- 11—Radio '
93 Convention, sponsored by NAB, Dallas
(202) 429-5409
September 7- 10--Radio '94 Convention, sponsored by NAB, Los Angeles
(202) 429-5409
September 6-9—Radio '95 Convention, sponsored by NAB, New Orleans
1992/1993 Schedule
Arbitren Survey Dates
•Fall 1992
September 24 - December 16, 1992
•Winter 1993
January 7 - March 31, 1993
.Spring 1993
April 1 - June 23, 1993
•Summer 1993
June 24 - September 15, 1993

1992 MAJOR EVENTS

June 23- 26—National Association
of Broadcasters Board of Directors
Meeting, Washington (202) 429-5444

irle 10- 13— National Association of Broadcasters/Montreux
International Radio Symposium
and Exhibition Montreux Sw4
zerland. (202) 429-5409

July 2-7—International Broadcasting Convention, RAI Center, Amsterdam
London 44 ( 71) 240-1871

September 9- 12—Radio '
92 Convention, sponsored by NAB, New
Orleans (202) 429-5409

July 16- 19—The Upper Midwest
Communications Conclave Minneapolis. (612) 927-4487
August 13- 16—West Virginia Broadcasters Association 46th Annual
Convention, The Greenbrier, White Sulphur Springs, WV. (304) 344-3798

If your organization's important meeting.
convention or event is not listed here, send
information to:
calendar
c/o The Pulse of Radio
1501 Corporate Drive, Suite 220
Boynton Beach, FL 33426
Phone: ( 407) 736-4416
Fax: (407) 736-6134
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Kill Your Competition
By Sounding The Best

The Best Music

The Best Jingles

Exceptional Qua ity with NoNoise&

TM CenturyImproves 111_. Image of Your Station

The Best Technology

The Best Custom Music Services

Ultimate Digital Studio- and Music Software

for Broadcast and Corporate :_TommJnications

The Best Production Libraries

The Best TV Commercials for Radio

Biggest Selection Of Background Music

Promote Your Station Effectively

(800) TM Century
(800) 937-2100
FAX: (800) 749-2121

Trm century
Inc.

14444 Beltwood Parkway
Dallas, Tx 75244-3228

NEWS
Justice Department OK's
VNU/Arbitron Venture
The Department of Justice has given the go-ahead on a

PARTNERS FOR 65 YEARS...The NBC Radio Network and
WSM/Nashville recently celebrated an unprecedented
65-year affiliation. In honor of this historic partnership,
NBC presented acommemorative plaque to WSM GM Bob
Meyer at the WSM Ooryland Studios. Pictured ( Lto R) are:
NBC/Mutual Senioi Producer George Achaves, NBC/
Mutual SE Regional Manager Bob Wogan, WSM's Bob
Meyer, NBC/Mutual NE Regional Director Lynn McIntosh
and NBC/Mutual SE Clearance Coordinator Mark Beale.

RADIO IN BRIEF
Commission Lifts AM Freeze
The Federal Communications Commission has allowed
the expiration date on the AM Freeze to lapse, meaning the
freeze has been lifted. Instituted approximately two years
ago, the freeze was designed to limit activity in the AM band
giving the FCC time to evaluate the AM situation before
taking further rulemaldng actions.
The lift of the freeze will allow AM broadcasters to make
major modifications in their AM facilities and will allow
broadcasters to apply for new AM facilities, including those
on the extended AM band, which is 1,000 Khz above the
existing AM band. The lift of the freeze comes after recent
announcements of more technically stringent standards for
the application of new AM stations.
EIA SUBCOMMITTEE ON DAB ADOPTS SCHEDULE
The Electronic Industries Association's (EIA)Subcommittee on Digital Audio Radio has adopted a schedule for
selecting aDigital Audio- Broadcasting (
DAB) system for
recommendation as aU.S. standard. The schedule calls for
DAB proponents to provide technical information by December 15, 1992 and ahardware delivery date of April 15,
1993. Organizations intending to present aDAB system for
consideration will be asked to state that interest by June 15,
1992. Technical information will be required by December
15, 1992. Proponents will be required to deliver hardware for
evaluation by Apri115, 1993. One of the goals of the subcommittee is to recommend astandard by November 1993.

joint venture between VNU and Arbitron. The government
agency was investigating the two to see if a monopoly
existed (
Pulse 2/17192) after VNU announced the closing of
Birch and the merger of Scarborough with Arbitron. According to sources, the Justice Department received very
few complaints from Radio stations and only received competitive complaints from Nielsen, the television ratings
company which could suffer acompetitive disadvantage
with Arbitron's ability to offer Scarborough.
In addition to approving the shutdown of Birch and the
licensing of Scarborough to Arbitron, the Justice Department also approved a joint venture between VNU and
Arbitron on acompany they are calling Competitive Measurement Service, which measures advertising expenditures for local and national television, newspapers and
magazines.
Immediately following approval from the Justice Department, the joint venture deal between VNU and Arbitron was
codified.

Hastings To Head Katz Radio
Gordon H. Hastings will rejoin Katz as President of the
Katz Radio Group and has been
elected a Director of Katz Communications, Inc. Hastings replaces Ken Swetz who recently
left the mega-rep firm. Hastings
first joined Katz Radio in 1972 as
Manager of Radio Development.
During his 13-year tenure with
the company, he served in anumber of executive positions with
both the Radio and television
groups. He also served as adirecGordon Hastings
tor of the company through 1984.
Most recently, Hastings successfully owned and operated
three Radio stations in upstate New York.
According to Peter Goulazian, president/CEO of Katz
Communications, "In the past, Gordon was asignificant
contributor to the success of both Katz Radio and Katz
Television. We know that Gordon will bring new vision and
adimension of exciting leadership to our Radio operation."
Goulazian also announced the promotion of Stu Olds to
Executive Vice President, General Manager of the Katz
Radio Group. In this position, he will be responsible for the
continued on page 6

MORE NEWS ON PAGE 6
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NEWS
continued from page 5
HASTINGS JOINS KATZ

day-to-day operations of all four KRG
companies - Banner Radio, Christal
Radio, Eastman Radio and Katz Radio.
Olds began his sales career at Katz in
1977. During his 15-year tenure with the
company, he has held anumber of management positions, including president
of Katz Radio and executive vice president of the Katz Radio Group.

MasterCard

RAB Says Local

Launches Radio
Promotion

Radio Revenues
February

Gentner Completes
Acquisition
Gentner Communications Corporation has announced the completion of
its acquisition of the products and technology of MacroMedia, Inc. The acquisition was made to strengthen the
company's emphasis on digital audio
storage through the addition of the
AUDISK system which digitally records
and automatically plays back audio.

Widmann Slated As
BPME Keynote
CBS Radio Division President Nancy
Widmann will keynote the Broadcast
Promotion and Marketing Executives
Annual Conference in Seattle June 15.
The conference ( June 14-17) is themed
"Surviving in a Changing Environment." According to BPME Chairperson Erica Farber, promotion and marketing workshops scheduled for this
year's conference will focus on revenuebuilding opportunities, value-added
promotions, sales promotions and more.

MasterCard will be hitting the road as
well as the airwaves in 20 college markets
this year, tuning in young adults aged 1824 through its new "MasterCruiser" marketing program. Featuring anetwork of
top-rated Radio stations and a fleet of
high-tech vehicles appropriately named
"MasterCruisers," the program is designed to generate high visibility and
brand awareness for MasterCard through
ayear-round series of student-oriented
Radio programming, promotions and live
remote broadcasts from college campuses
and special events.
The stations will officially launch the
program this month with the premier of
the StarCruisin' Radio show, sponsored
by MasterCard, which will be the focal
point of the "MasterCruiser" campaign.
The show will be aired daily throughout
the year on "MasterCruiser" flagship stations, reaching an estimated audience of
more than 11 million young adults.
The "MasterCruiser" is manufactured
by Elkhart, Indiana-based Broadcast Products, Inc.

TURNAROUNDS!
REVENUE REPAIRS FOR ALL SIZE MARKETS
DAVE GIFFORD INTERNATIONAL

4uGIFFORD
1143 TAOS HWY., SANTA FE, NM 87501
1- 900- TALK GIF • ( 505)989-7007
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Up 4 Percent For
The Radio Advertising Bureau (RAB)
Radio revenue index of more than 100
markets indicates that local Radio revenues climbed 4.0% in February on the
heels of aslight January increase, signalling the start of amodest turn-around
in local retail advertising. Recovery on
the national advertising level, however,
continues to lag behind; national spot
revenue was down 17.1% and network
down 4.4% in February. Percentages
reflect the comparison with 1991 revenue figures for the same month. All
figures are based on the index of revenue pool results compiled by the RAB
and network revenues reported by the
Radio Network Association.
Combined local and national spot revenues were down 0.6% for the month of
February. 1992 year-to-date figures
show local up 2.6% and national down
11.3% for a combined -0.3% revenue
picture; network is down 5.6% through
February.
Local revenue was up across the country in February, with the Southwest and
Southeast turning in the strongest performances, up 6.9% and 5.6% respectively. National spot revenue, however,
was down dramatically, with the Southwest and West hardest hit with respective declines of 22.1% and 25.2%. The
Southeast fared the best with adecrease
of only 3.9% over its February '91 national s tsales.

Correction
In the March 16, 1992, issue of The Pulse
of Radio in the article 'New Legal Interpretation Of Copyright Law Regarding
Storecasting' aline was inadvertently
omitted. On page 26, the sixth paragraph, beginning with the seventeenth
line should read, '... the distance of the
speakers from the receiver should not
be more than 35 feet; and astore cannot
charge its customers for the transmission of aRadio performance...'
We apologize for any confusion that
may have resulted.
Radio's Management gr Marketing Magazine
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ne of the biggest thrills for me
is to get in my car, drive down
the highway and listen to the
Radio. Icrank up the volume
and listen to my favorite tunes,
singing along. And, if no one
is looking, Ioccasionally revert back to
my on-air days and talk up the intros to
the songs. Iget excited listening to a
variety of formats and hearing all kinds
of great Radio.
Listening through the static and the
whistle of a distant AM signal while
tooling down the highway may not be a
pleasure to non-Radio people, but to me
it's athrill hard to explain. Ihave so
many fond memories of picking up the
mega-signal stations like WOWO in Fort
Wayne, WN13C or WA13C in New York,
KAAY in Little Rock, KYA in San Francisco, WLS in Chicago, KFI in Los Angeles, WLW in Cincinnati, WSM in Nashville, WWL in New Orleans and so many
more. It's still alot of fun listening to
Radio at night with those signals carrying greats the likes of Larry King and
Tom Snyder. Radio is providing aservice unparalleled by any other medium.
Equally exciting to me is visiting small
communities and listening to local Radio stations. The smaller the town the
bigger the thrill. Some of the best ideas
come from the small market stations.
Then, of course, there is nothing like
driving into amajor market and listening while a different breed of talent
masters the airwaves. There's an art to
doing good Radio, and there is pretty
good Radio wherever Igo.
What turns me on the most is how
much the public counts on Radio. They
use Radio to keep them company. They
take us along on family outings. They
often guide their lives from our on-air
advisors in many subjects. Millions cling
to our words every day! We turn listeners on to the latest hits and stimulate
memories from their past with music
from their favorite eras. We give the
average person achance to have their
opinions heard by providing a voice
with talk-Radio. We wake them up and

are usually the first voice they hear in
the morning. They turn to us for news,
weather and traffic. We provide joy and
laughter. We often share their first date
with acar Radio.They play us in the
stores while people shop. They rely on
us for safety instructions and warnings
in disasters, knowing we're always there
for them.
In Radio, we raise money for charity
in many different ways. We gather coats
for the homeless. We pay for kidneys
for adying child. We walk miles for
MDA. We help needy families. We, as
Radio people, are responsible for bringing attention to the needs of our communities and stimulating interest where
apathy exists. We create promotional
events exposing people to music, artists, and activities. Where would America
be without Radio?
So why the self-esteem problems?
Too many in our industry are settling
for less than we deserve! Given an
equal budget to that of anewspaper or
TV buy, our medium will out-pull, outperform and out-sell anybody. When
given the opportunity, Radio has proven
it time and again.
Life without Radio would silence an
important social force. Most of us in this
business are passionate about Radio!
Let's translate that passion into dollars.
Let's fight harder for our unfair share.
Radio isn't just aanother medium - like
TV or the newspaper - it's the lifeblood of
the local community and abig part of
people's lives.

B. Eric Rhoads, C.R.M.C.
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RADIO INK.
FROM THE RADIO GRAPEVINE...
•Claiming to be Radio's longest-running
duo, WMAL's legendary morning team,
Harden & Weaver just marked 32 years
on theairbroadcasting together. The team
says they haveworked through threegenerations and nine presidents. They consistently rank No. 1in 35+.
•In parody of the Cannes Film Festival,
CKIS / Montreal is sponsoring the first
ever "Cans Film Festival." Listeners
are invited to the screening of seven
films by bringing some canned food
items for alocal food bank. The station
is expecting over 4,000 canned items to
be donated.
• "Mad-Dog On Baseball" is the name
of anew program being offered by the
Sports And Entertainment Network.
The show features future baseball Hall
of Famer Bill "Mad Dog" Madlock.
President/GM Jerry Kutner tells The
Pulse that the program debuted at the
beginning of the month and that several
stations have been signed. Interested
stations may call (702) 451-3131.

*Champagne glasses were recently
raised to toast DC law firm Haley,
Bader & Potts. In Seattle, the Jack
Straw Memorial Foundation presented Senior Partner (and Pulse contributing writer/legal counsel)
Michael H. Bader with a "Lorenzo"
award for his efforts in establishing
three public Radio services in the
Pacific Northwest. In San Antonio,
Texas Public Radio named Partner
John M. Pelkey "Public Radio Defender" for helping them obtain two
FMs in that market.
•CNBC and the Unistar Networks
have announced they are changing
the name of the FNN Business Radio
to CNBC Business Radio. CNBC
provides stations with up-to-theminute reports of the business world.
•Congratulations to KCBS-FM Program Director Tommy Edwards and
wife, Mary Lou, proud parents of a
son, Thomas Michael. The Edwards
also have two daughters.

GOING TO GREAT HEIGHTS FOR RATINGS...
WRMF/West Palm Beach recently offered listeners a chance to " toss their boss" out of an
airplane. Tied in with a local parachuting company, listeners nominated their employer for
"Toss Your Boss." Listeners had achance to go
along on the group jump...for apnce. The promotion was such asuccess they followed up with a
"Shove Your Love" promotion with over 300
listeners jumping. Pictured L- R, WRMF Producer
Doug Welsh, a listener and Morning Man Kevin
Kitchens.

LYLES URBAN
CONSULTANCY
Specializing In The Urban Sound

1101 Collier Road, N.W., Suite C-3
Atlanta, Georgia 30318
(404) 351-6410

4:10
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Harry M. Lyles, President
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LETTERS

UP

READER LEYTE RS
Credit Extension To Political Candidates
Iwrote the following letter to Ms. Donna
M. Searcy, Secretary, Federal Communications Commission on March 6, 1992. Ifelt
it would be of interest to Pulse readers.
-Pete Szabo
The extension of broadcast credit to
political candidates puts the station in
an unhealthy, tenuous position.
Extending credit to any candidate
who is employed or possibly to become
employed by agovernment, which has
within its realm of authorities the control over station activities as well as
undue influence over licensing decisions, clearly infringes on ethical standards. It's all too common for politicians or their committees or their third
parties to exert pressure on those who
can enable them to advance and further
their mission. This is done either through
intimidation, creation of fear or what is
worse - deal making.
The very fundamentals of prudent
credit management was never designed
for political advertising. The effect is
that alarge amount of on-credit political advertising will be broadcast for
reasons other than sound credit practices. With cash-in-advance advertising there is a disparity between the
"guy with the big bucks" and the "guy
with the little bucks." The new ability to
prominently use credit instead of cash
only fuels further the distinction between the advantages of "wealth and
power" and the "heart of America."
This is another step which further erodes
fair and equal competition in the natural inherent rights of any American running for apolitical office. The spirit of
true competition will surely further
evaporate.
The aforementioned certainly sets the
groundwork in furthering the already
inherent problems when it comes to
collecting political advertising. Some
political debt will be written off and not
enforced. Those who do chose to attempt the collection of political advertising accounts will find themselves
mired in all types of cockamamy disputes centered around FCC rules on

The Pulse of Radio

equal time and equal opportunity.
Other efforts will fail for those who find
there is not now or never was any
money at the end of the tunnel.
This office has experienced and profited in the past through the collection of
political advertising receivables for
broadcasters. We have collected from
those who thought they were "untouchable" or took on the attitude of "how
dast you ask me, an elected official, for
money." However, from our unique
and unbiased perspective, the establishment and right to grant broadcast
credit to political candidates does not
conform with the best interest of the
broadcast industry, fairness to all political candidates, or the intent of the
Federal Commissions guide - equality.
This ruling creates anew financing
vehicle for acandidate to further finance their campaign. In most cases,
debt will be committed to without availability of current funds to pay. It will
assist in catapulting the financial ruin
of many fine and promising American
candidates. There is already human
temptation when it comes to material
purchases on credit. Imagine the effects from financing one's ego and career. One has only to look at the current
check bouncing scandal in Congress to
illustrate this point.
XD Peter F. Szabo, President
Szabo Associates, Inc.
Atlanta, Georgia
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Watch Your Ratings Soar!
Introducing CumeBuilder'", the directfax service that has helped stations dramatically increase their numbers, literally
overnight. It worked for KLITE in Los
Angeles, it can work foryou! CumeBuilder
is great for aquick-fix and for long-term
ratings growth.

You can be up and running tomorrow.
Rogers Is Right On
Thank you again for the outstanding
article in your magazine by David
Rogers. His understanding of the myths
that hurt our great business is impressive. It was the first time I
read an article
in any trade publication that made me
feel that not only was he right, but he
said it better than any one.
Thank you again for an ever-improving publication.
er

Walter Sabo, President
W.R. Sabo Inc.
New York, NY

Call to find out how to stimulate your
ratings today.

310-475-1596
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BUILDING RATINGS VIA FAX
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MEDIA

Gordon L. Link
of
McCann-Erickson

G

ordon Link is McCann-Erickson's
Worldwide Director ofMedia Services,
and the agency's top-ranking media
professional. He assumed this newlycreated position in March 1986.
His responsibilities include over-

seeing the media operations of McCann's 165
agencies in 73 countries as well as developing
global strategies for the agency's multinational clients.
Link joined McCann in 1984 as Executive
Vice President and U.S.A. Director of Media
Services. Previously he had been Vice President and Director of Eastern Sales for the
ABC Television Network for 14 years.
His association with ABC was an interruption ofan advertising agency career that started
at BBDO in 1960. He went on to Ogilvy &
Mather in1965 andjoined McCann-Erickson
for the first time later that same year. He was
working on the Coca-Cola account when he
left McCann in 1970 to work with ABC.
Some of McCann-Erickson's North
American clients: AT&T; Black & Decker;
Chesebrough-Pond's Inc.; Coca-Cola USA;
Coca-Cola/Nestle Refreshments Co.; Columbia Pictures Entertainment; Exxon; General Motors, Corporate and Buick Motor
Divisions; The Gillette Company; Johnson
& Johnson Ortho Pharmaceutical Corp.;
Lever Brothers Company; Lufthansa German Airlines; Manufacturers Hanover
Trust; The Mennen Company; Miles, Inc.;
Nabisco Biscuit Company; Georgia-Pacific
Corp.; Safeway Food Stores, Arizona and
Northern California; Hasbro, Inc.; National
Dairy Promotion & Research Board; Hilton
Hotels; Los Angeles Times; McDonald's
Co-op, New Orleans and Shreveport; Texas
Instruments Inc.; and many others.

Er,
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Q: You have some very distinct feelings about how advertising is changing
and how the future of advertising will
change. Touch on those for us.
A: The issue should be separated into two
parts. One is the consumer. The other is
the relentless progress of technology.
Technology is changing the form of communication with the consumer. For example, network television and other media that have dominated for the last 35 or
40 years are being readjusted by fragmentation. These two parallel tracks - the
fragmentation and form of communication technology and the consumers themselves are going to determine the future of
advertising. The major implication, which
has certainly been obvious to advertising
professionals these past five or six years,
is that we are leaving the realm of what I
call marketing-driven communication
and entering the realm of consumer choice
in terms of information and media absorption and action.
Q: How will the consumer change, and
how do we respond to those changes?
A: The significant social fact in the United
States is the existence of the group that
has been labeled the baby boomers. (Those
people who were born at the end of 1940s
until the mid-1960s.) The enormity of its
numbers and its proportion to the population has had atremendous impact on
the profile of the consumer. It's amoving
target. It's not aconstant consumer. Part
of the difficulty in describing consumers,

particularly from the media side, is that
people talk demographics. They talk about
people 18-24, or whatever it may be. But
the reality is that an 18-24 individual in
1970 is alot different than an 18-24 individual in 1992. Their outlook, makeup,
ethnic background, education, consumer
perceptions and lifestyles are different.
Today, the important thing to understand
is that during the next decade the forward
edge of the baby boomer generation will
be approaching 55 years of age. The enormous influence numerically plus their
aging socially and professionally will affect their values and perspectives. Of
course, the flip side is the reality of today's
under-30 generation and its development.
Q: What's the bottom line?
A: The central reality of advertising is
consumer choice. The bottom line is that
the consumer is amoving target. Advertising obviously has to read and adopt
these realities rather than just thinking of
an eternal consumer as described by demographics.
Q: Hasn't that always been the case,
though, and is just now being realized?
People have always changed.
A: The research that's been developed to
support media decisions has never really
been developed to make those perceptions
actionable. In other words, traditional media planning is driven by the available syndicated research. This is amajor crisis for the
advertising industry because it doesn't describe the reality of today.
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Q: You are saying that buying of media, for instance,
may no longer be a commodity, may not be simply
amatter of buying the numbers, but
more of aselected, almost individualized plan, depending on the consumer
you are chasing.
A: Yes. It's not going to be possible anymore to categorize media selection in nice
little boxes. People say, 'Network television - quick reach, national coverage.'
And that's the last thing they think about
network television. Then they say, 'Radio
-supplementary medium, drive time.'
Right? In other words, you can't express
the relationship of media to the consumer
anymore in those ways when you are
making advertising plans.
Q: How is that going to change the
planning process within the agency
world?
A: The planning process is going to have
to become consumer-directed, as opposed
to media-directed. In the old days, when
Iwas talking about marketing-driven
communication, what Iwas really saying
was that everyone knew what the three
shows were on network television at 9:00
p.m. Ninety percent of the audience was
there watching it. It wasn't avery difficult

much more creative, imaginative, probing kind of process. In order to solve the
riddle, you've got to start with the consumer and end with the consumer. What
does that consumer do in atypical day?
Who is my idealized consumer? That type
of thing. We have techniques, obviously,
that we have developed and use to try to
deal with some of these problems.
Q: You mentioned technology and the
forms of communication are changing the way people view television, listen to
the Radio, etc. may be changing.
A: As we know, technology is afact in our
lives. It's been the major catalyst of change
in the past two centuries and will continue into the next century to change every aspect of the way we live. Technology
is something that is above and beyond
human existence. It has alife of its own.
You can't "sit" on technology. If you look
at how things have developed, from automobiles to jet planes to supersonic planes,
or from crystal Radio sets to color TV sets
to interactive television, you see this progression relentlessly advancing. This will,
in seminal ways, continue to affect how
people receive and absorb information
and entertainment. In a very dramatic
fashion, fragmentation in television means
that the American viewer, who adecade

quickly accepted and rolled with the fact
that technology is always going to get
better and that the real challenge lies in
content.
Q: You're saying that technology does
not drive the consumer; the consumer
drives technology.
A: I'm not sure the consumer drives
technology. The consumer perhaps embraces different aspects of technology.
The challenge, then, for the communication and scientific communities is the question of content because, ultimately, it is content that is going to absorb the interest and
the time of the consumer. Learning how to
develop appropriate content and learning
how to focus that content to make it consumer-friendly is amajor challenge.
Q: How will you essentially change the
way you do business in order to reach
your consumers?
A: Idon't think we really know that
answer with total precision. At the end of
the day, an agency like McCann, agreat
worldwide agency, and its peers really
only have, at the core of their existence,
one expertise, and that is understanding
of the consumer. That's our anchor in the
world of change. So whatever happens in
the future, organizations such as ours will
be consumer-driven, consumer-focused.

"...traditional media planning is driven by the available
syndicated research. This is amajor crisis for the advertising
industry because it doesn't describe the reality of today."
thing, from an advertising perspective, to
reach those people. You just placed ads at
that time, and that was it. That's marketing-driven. In other words, the consumer
was asitting duck. Now, with fractionalization and multiplicity of media choices
and the shrinking of leisure time, the
changing of lifestyles, etc., no marketer or
advertiser can predict where any single
individual will be at any given moment.
Therefore, the challenge is to try to surround the consumer. Because the research base that is available in media
selection is no longer adequate to penetrate that problem, this now becomes a
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ago perhaps had achoice of six channels,
today has the potential to look at 24. There
are all kinds of new Radio services, new
kinds of magazines, new everything. The
question is: How do we deal with it? How
does everybody deal with it - the advertiser, the media, the consumers? The first
thing Ithink we need to learn as communicators is not to fall for what Icall the
"illusion of technology" - the idea that
technology itself is an answer to anything. It isn't at all. Most people deeply
involved in communication technology,
in trying to understand and harness technology for consumer uses, have just

That will continue to be our long suit. The
other weapon in our arsenal is ideation.
Ideas are the most powerful things in the
world. It is going to be our ability to
generate ideas that cut through in acompelling fashion, that communicate to and
persuade consumers on behalf of the products and services. This is the test that will
determine our utility.
Q: Let's narrow this all down now to
Radio. What do you foresee changing in
the way Radio is used, both on anational
and local level?
A: Ithink Radio is in aposition to fare
well. Why do Isay that? First of all, I
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MEDIA
suggested earlier that content
is the challenge, regardless of
the form in which it's delivered. Radio is a personal, portable, user-friendly medium. It's ubiquitous. It has the ability to be segmented. It
can be adapted very quickly and is costeffective. It's going to continue to matter
in people's lives because of its personalization, its utility and its general availability. Content will certainly change to meet
the changing appetites and interests of
people. Radio will be kind of like a "guerrilla" medium relative to other media that
have heavy cost-laden infrastructures that
are difficult to change in terms of content
and appeal. While Radio is well-positioned to thrive, I'm not sure that Radio is
going to burst through to anew advertising investment plateau. It will be healthy
and probably will grow in line with the
growth of the advertising markets. But
I'm not one to believe that theater-of-themind entertainment is going to make a
quantum leap in the next period. But also
understand that what I've just said in no
way diminishes the utility of the medium
or its impact on the audiences as an advertising tool.
Q: What do you feel is the overall image
of the Radio industry from the agency
perspective?
A: Among the good advertising people,
there is no doubt that Radio has avery
good image and is valued as areal player
in the media scenario. There's no doubt
about it, for many reasons - its relationship to the consumer, its flexibility, its
localization, its low cost of entry. From the
retail point of view, on the local level, Radio
is an essential, it's primary. Really good
communicators in our business value the
unique creative role that Radio can play in
getting across amessage and enhancing an
overall communication program.
Q: Do you think the Group W creative
award, the $100,000 award for the best
Radio, will change that in any way?
A: It certainly is abig incentive. It will not
only appeal to the self-interest of people and that's always agood thing to do to get
something going - but it also will get
people thinking. As I'm thinking about it,
maybe as these problems with television
get more complex and the media planning process gets more idiosyncratic, you
may indeed see more and more Radio
recommendations to solve some
problems. That's just my hunch.
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Making
Sponsorships
"Vendorable"

D

By Kathryn Biddy Maguire

oes your station have sponsorship opportunities available for sale? A sports
package? A free concert? A holiday festival? A bridal event? You have probably
sold some of those packages to manufacturers in the past, but you realize there is
much more out there you have not yet
tapped. What can you do differently to
get that money?
Here are some tips on how to sell more
sponsorships to manufacturers:
1. Determine how the sponsorshi p can
be sold as aretail-driven vendor-supported program and/or avendor-driven
program. If it were sold as aretail-driven
program, what elements can the retailer
use to attract vendor funding? The retailer may need to add store performance
opportunities like display, signage or
print ad inclusions. If the sponsorship
were sold to amanufacturer, what could
he use as leverage to get display, signage
or print ad inclusions?
2. Take aclose look at what your sponsorship has to offer aprospect. Ask yourself what the retailer or manufacturer can
realistically use to increase his sales. Then,
in order of importance to the vendor,
write your proposal highlighting the most
favorable element first, the next most
favorable second, and soon. Examples of
favorable things: coupon opportunities,
sampling opportunities, VIP parties or
seating, consumer or client giveaways.
Examples of less favorable things: banner space, logo inclusion in print pieces,
product mentions in station promos.
3. When presenting the sponsorship
package, give suggestions on how the
manufacturer or retailer can use the
sponsorship. He will care about the "marketing awareness" for about 60 seconds.
The elements he can use to get cases sold
will turn him on more. Example: "The
200 60-second spots can be used as donut
spots in which to include participating
vendors." OR, '"The 200 60-second commercials can be used as leverage to sell-in
with, as 30/30s."
4. If your ads are in the initial stages of
creating a sponsorship package, have
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your co-op/vendor director or best coop/vendor AE sit in on the brainstorming meetings. This person can provide
special insight in putting together the best
package.
5. Volunteer to present the sponsorship
to the manufacturer's accounts. If it's a
retail-driven program, offer to put the
vendor's packages together and present
them to the vendors. You can talk about
the fun stuff. The manufacturer and retailer can work out the price point, quantity and product featured.
6. Give your salespeople at least six
months lead time to sell the sponsorship

event. Use an entire sales meeting to introduce it to them and brainstorm lots of
prospects.
Selling sponsorships to manufacturers,
retail-drive or vendor-drive, are lots of
fun. They are appealing because they are
"own-able" opportunities that have lots
of value-added appeal. Your job is to sell
it to the prospect in the way he wants to
hear it.
Kathryn Biddy Maguire is Managing
Consultant of Revenue Development
Systems. She may be reached at
(617) 589-0695.

• Generates new revenue
• Reinforces listener relationships
• Reduces on-air clutter
• Builds adatabase of listeners
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ccording to the Commission,
LMAs are another form of
"ownership and control."
Therefore, they must be made
public (financial terms can be
blacked out) though they will
not require prior approval by the FCC.
LMAs will count against astation owner
when computing the multiple ownership
cap and operators involved with LMAs
must still adhere to earlier guidelines on
control, ascertainment, community service, etc.
An LMA, as practiced by more than
one hundred Radio stations, combines
the sales effort and/or programming of
two or more properties. The most common form is for astrong competitor to
artificially resuscitate afailing station by
taking over sales, marketing, programming or management functions. In saving the weak partner from bankruptcy,
the struggling licensee cedes some form
of operational control and financial responsibility to the strong partner who
now brokers both stations' time. Yet LMAs
also include strong stations striking local
alliances to increase revenues, control market pricing or spike out competitors.
There are two basic LMA forms with as
many as 19 reported variants. A "Sales
LMA" consolidates sales, marketing, traffic and accounting functions as one station agrees to sell the other's inventory.
This arrangement gives the seller added
inventory, potentially larger audiences
with better demos and more flexibility in
structuring packages and promotions. In
a "Full-Scale LMA," one station puts its
programming on the other and assumes
sales, marketing and management functions. An LMA achieves an immediate
economy of scale and a stronger sales
force. It gives the passive station's owner
aguaranteed monthly check.
Attorney Greg Skall of Pepper &
Corzini, a Washington firm which has
engineered several LMAs, labeled this
tactic a "non-sale sale." In fact, many local

marketing agreements give the brokering
station a right of first refusal purchase
option or spell out an exact price or pricing formula for its weaker partner. Some
deals credit monthly payments against a
future purchase price.
The only doubters are small market
and minority broadcasters who fear
changes in the duopoly rules (either by
Pierre Sutton.
Inner City
Broadcasting

Commission action or by LMAs) will
stomp them. Small market operators fear
the death of Mom and Pop stations pushed
out by the sheer leverage of acombo or a
trombo capturing a disproportionate
share of asmall revenue pool. Minority
operators, most vocally members of NABOB, fear the extinction of their voice as
well-heeled, white-male dominated
group players bid major market prices up
out of their reach, buy up struggling minority-owned properties or muscle them
out of the action.
Pierre Sutton, Chairman of Inner City
Broadcasting, remarked, "This is not a
cure for what ails us. We are hurting on
the AM band and we are hurting with FM
drop-ins. LMAs or the changes in the
duopoly rules don't solve these problems. They are scary because they will set
off a new round of greed among and
between FM owners and operators.
Keeping Score

With less than two years of LMA experience available, it is difficult to generalize about "success." For owners unable to
sell "dog" stations, success is measured
by their ability to retain the property,
Radio's Management iSr Marketing Magazine
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About Local Marketing Agreements
receive a monthly check and stave off
bankruptcy. For operators with increased
ratings shares, new revenues or stronger
marketplace leverage, success is defined
in those terms. For programmers who
have spiked out real or potential competitors, the upside has yet to be quantified.
Most LMA participants are realizing
cost savings in terms of economies of
scale. "As a rule," Gary Stevens says,
"you can run two stations for about 130
percent of the cost of running one station." Yet Tim Menowsky points out, "You
can't save your way to aprofit. At some
point... you've got to sell some ads. LMAs
do not eliminate inventory."
So far, the decision to enter into an
LMA has been based on different criteria
for the brokering station or the passive
partner. Partners' criteria are generally
driven by cost and face saving, combined
with a guess about the current market
value of the station compared to aguess
about its future potential.
For brokering stations, competitive
factors, economies of scale and calculations about potential ratings or sales
clout seem to be driving these deals.
Brokering stations, generally belonging
to well-managed, well-entrenched Radio companies, are also betting on the
implementation of rule changes in anticipation of their ability to solidify operations in selected markets, to build
geographic strongholds, to swap assets
with other mega-players or accumulate
enough stations and assets to go public.

Gary Stevens,
Gary Stevens &
Co., Inc.
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lses For LMAs

An LMA has many competitive applications. At minimtun, it removes one competitor from the game board and can
substitute amore determined or powerful selling entity into the markets. Tim
Menowsky, President of the National
Association of Media Brokers, advises
Tim Menowsky.
National
Association of
Media Brokers

operators, "If you aren't looking at LMAs,
you are missing a great opportunity."
Before the changes in ownership rules, he
warned broadcasters, "Passing up an
LMA deal... you could be like the guy in
the '60s who missed FM. If you wait until
lease/purchase deals are legal, all the
good ones will be gone or too expensive."
While every LMA participant talks
about giving clients whatever they want
or need, LMAs seem to be universally
priced to encourage combo buying and to
discourage unbundling. For example, in
aTop 40 market, astrong AOR station
with spots valued at $100 was combined
with aweaker Classic Rock station charging $30. The combination asked $150/
spot with individual stations available at
80% of the base rate.
Given the reigning sensibilities of media buyers who bristle (or go ballistic) at
any hint of a "have to" deal, everyone is
using the full array of platitudes and euphemisms to tip-toe around this issue. In
most cases, the combined audience, in
terms of ratings or market share, usually
yield the critical mass necessary to get in
on asignificant buy. In the same vein,
large audiences, especially in desirable
demos, should give broadcasters the clout

necessary to maintain rate integrity.
The number of ways to use an LMA is
as varied as the number of agreements in
place.
Patient #1. Protecting the Franchise. In
Austin, Texas, the owner of a leading
Country station, KVET-AM and its FM
sister KASE-FM, struck acomplex deal
with Spur Partners under which KHFI
changed its call letters to KVET-FM and
changed format from CHR to simulcasting traditional Country, capitalizing on
KVET-AM's heritage positioning. This
allowed KASE-FM to protect its dominant posture as the market's number one
station programming modern Country
while protecting the franchise with atraditional Country presentation on the AMFM combo. The result was asingle organization dominating the ratings among
Adults 25-64.
•Attacking Format Competitors.
Sconnix's KFKF-FM / Kansas City, acontender for the KC Country crown against
Great American's WDAF, entered into an
LMA with Capital Broadcasting's 100(RFM in February. By March, XXR had become KKCJ and was broadcasting Satel-
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Quick Read
•LMAs have been a useful tool since
late 1990. .
•LMAs will continue to have abusiness
role for Radio operators, even after
new ownership and duopoly rules are
put in place.
•LMAs have avariety of tactical applications which are as varied as the
number of deals out there.
•Small market and minority broadcasters fear they will be taken advantage
of by LMAs.
•So far, no one has made zillions with
an LMA. They are not necessarily
superior sales structures.
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lite Music Network's "Coast-to-Coast
Country" format to appeal to aslightly
older audience than KFKF and to drain
away VVDAF listeners. By creating their
own "competitor," KFKF capitalizes on
different segments of Country enthusiasts while making atwo-pronged attack
on its primary competitor.
•Instant Cash Savings. In Atlanta, Great
American's Album Rock WKLY-FM sells
itself plus All-News WCNN-AM and
Urban WALR-FM. Ring Radio, licensee
of the AM-FM combination, saves
$750,000 annually in sales expenses and
concentrates solely on programming its
stations.
•Market Dominance. Back office consolidation and astronger street presence
led to an announcement in December that
Malrite Communication's WHK and
WMMS-FM /Cleveland would combine
with Legacy Broadcasting's WMJI-FM.
The arrangement, called "Radio One," is
designed to capture and defend the high
ground in the market and reduce by half
the cost of sales and marketing.

Cheri Gardiner, VP/Media Director at
Cleveland's Wyse Advertising sees positive and negatives. 'There is more marketing in these joint proposals than in a
straight spot selling situation," she thinks.
"The value of the package depends on the
product, the people who are putting it
together and the specific package vis-avis our client."
•Demo Dominance. In Nashville, amarket with two operating LMAs, Album
Rock WKDF, ranked #1among men 18-34
Alan Box,
EZ
Communications

and #2among men 25-54 purchased and
is reselling the entire inventory of crosstown Classic Rock WGFX; itself ranked
#3 (M 18-34) and #5 (M 25-54). The combo

RADIO
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The Stan Major Show
America's only LIVE,
5-hour all-night
Talk Show!
Sun Radio Network - Talk Radio For America
2857 Executive Drive
(
813) 572-9209
Clearwater, FL 34622
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(
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has the largest possible male audience in
the market which gives the operator leverage to set prices and structure promotions in an environment where advertisers cannot easily buy around him.
Yet local buyers aren't worried. 'The
KFD-Fox combo has awesome numbers
at competitive prices," says Jennifer
Crawford, senior vice president and
group media director at Nashville's
Bunton Agency. "It's no different than
buying an AM-FM combo so if it works
for the demo and it works for the client
...it works for me."
•Extended Geographic Coverage. In
New York, Group W's WNEW-FM struck
an agreement with WWHB in Hampton
Bays ostensibly to allow vacationing New
Yorkers to "take their favorite station with
them to the beach." Yet in doing so, the
Album-Oriented Rock station extended
its signal coverage and franchise into
Nassau and Suffolk counties, offered advertisers additional spots and beach-based
promotions plus made significant inroads
against Long Island-based competitors.
•Protecting/Extending the Format.
LMAs are being used to introduce the
News/Talk format to FM audiences and
in so doing preclude aformat challenge
while improving audience demographics. In Jacksonville, Florida, EZ
Communication's WOKV-AM simulcasts
on WIOI-FM licensed to Brunswick, Georgia. EZ President Alan Box said, "We
would have had great difficulty funding
aNews/Talk station the way it ought to
be if we couldn't also be on FM."
•Cuming Up Small Market Audience.
In New York state, WKIP simulcasts its
Talk programming, except for Sunday
mornings, under asix-year contract, on
WKIP-FM (formerly WEXT-FM) licensed
to nearby Arlington, New York. These
two stations are sold in combination, called
"trombo," with Lite Rock WRNQ-FM
whose owner, NAB RadioChairman Dick
Novik, also owns WKIP. Collectively, the
formats deliver audiences of Adults 18-49
in numbers greater than before.
•Alliance For Progress. Two weeks after
arriving in Chattanooga, Allan Chapman
constructed afour-station LMA to lift his
ailing AM-FM combo out of Chapter 11
and to give four "also-ran" stations a
vehicle to compete. Constructing "Spectrum Radio" as alocal/regional rep firm
with access to the inventory of Classic
Rock WFXS-FM, Gospel WN00-AM,
Radio's Management & Marketing Magazine
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Oldies 101 (WSGC-FM) and Soft AC
WBDX-FM, Chapman and his partners
can credibly assault WUSY's six rating
and 27 share (6a-7p) and offer their combined 4.5 rating to advertisers. "This deal
allows up to compete. It overcomes the
signal limitations of three class aFMs and
it prevents clients used to buying four
stations deep from closing the book on
us," the veteran station manager-turnedequity partner said.
•Cover The Spread. For David Ross and
Metroplex's Y-100 in Miami, an LMA
with Ackerly's ailing WAXY-FM aced a
partial competitor and created an Adult
CHR-Oldies combo that ranks second in
the market and can be heard from North
Palm Beach to the Keys. By resurrecting
WAXY's Oldies' heritage, Ross eliminated
competition for older listeners and combined the core 25-34 appeal of WIYI-FM
with the 35-49 Oldies audience to offer
clients 10 salespeople and two managers
pitching "one-stop-shopping" and to offer Cox's WFLC-FM/WIOD combo competition for market leadership.
•Harvesting Maximum Dollars.
Sconnix's third LMA combines their contemporary Country powerhouse WLLRFM / East Moline, Illinois, with Community Service Radio's ascending soft AC
KRVR-FM / Davenport, Iowa, and is designed to boost rates and maximize their
share of market revenues. After tracking
KRVR's ratings growth over 18 months
(from a5.6 to a12.2 share among Adults
25-54), VP/GM Larry Rosmilso realized
that by combining efforts, he could peddle
a commanding 34 share in the mostsought-after demo and eliminate acompetitor from undercutting his rates. With
aclient overlap of 60-70 percent, the LMA
gives him the leverage to get fair market
value for the inventory and grab the lion's
share of available Quad Cities' dollars.
Battling LMAs

LMAs have yet to prove themselves as
asuperior sales vehicle. Selling against an
LMA is really no different than attacking
an AM-FM combo. In fact, stations competing against LMAs have anew philosophical arrogance since all the features
of the arrangement benefit the operator
not the advertisers. This argument combined with the fact that LMA rate card
structures don't quite say, "You have to
buy the combo," but clearly say, "You
ought to buy the combo," gives acomThe Pulse of Radio

petitor an incendiary to enflame atouchy
media buyer.
In assessing LMAs, from aclient's perspective, stress the need for the combined demos to nearly or exactly match
the advertiser's user profile, the CPP
David Ross,
Y-100 and

WHY YOU NEED
THE RADIO
PLAYBOOK AT
YOUR STATION.

WAXY- FM

targets, the geographic coverage of the
LMA'ed station, the real or imagined "synergy" between the stations, the relative
value of the combined inventory, the distressed nature of the second station and/
or the usefulness of the package or the
promotion.
Outlook
LMAs are not philanthropic. Instead,
they are an officially sanctioned legal fiction which turns the classic notion of time
brokerage on its head, introduces lease/
purchase deals into broadcasting, potentially shifts the balance of power from
agencies and advertisers to broadcasters
and changes the way station owners understand and play the game. So far, no
one has broken the bank by striking an
LMA deal.
Many broadcasters have realized initial cost savings, some have retained control of their assets and still others have
been the benefit of publicity and abuzz on
the street. The next 18 months of operation in an uncertain economy plus the
value of LMAs as springboards for acquisitions, swaps and other forms of enrichment will determine the ultimate value of
these agreements as business tools. Odds
are they will be with us for the foreseeable
future in one form or another
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Daniel Flamberg is
Managing Director

of Morgan
Rothschild &
Company. He may
be reached at
(212) 595-5292.

Introducing...
The Radio Ploybook
by Val Maki and Jill Pederson.
The Rodio Ploybook

IS

ideal for new

sales people, clients, students or
anyone wonting to know about how
a Radio station operates. Rather
than putting them through the drudgery o a boring textbook,
The Rodio Ploybook provides general radio knowledge
about every aspect of Radio broadcasting and internal operations. Its
loaded with interesting facts and
radio trivia in a fun, easy- to- read
and graphically pleasing format.
The Rodio Ploybook will
help each department unders:and
everyone else's job. Its agreat orientation tool and it's an ideal gift to
help clients understand the business of radio. No station should be
withait several.
" It's the perfect compliment to any
basic sales course...and a fun review or pro sales people as well.
-Patty Kincaid, Marketing Specialist,
Greeiwood Performance Systems

Only $19.95
(3 or more for $ 17.95 ea)
.31us 82 C; -.pang and handling
Fro. resioe odd 6% soles tax

Limited Supply. Order today.
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Barry Umansky Caffies
Poliiical Broadcasting Rules
Barry D. Umansky is Deputy General Counsel of the
National Association of Broadcasters.
Umansky joined NAB in February 1979, following six years
as an attorney at the FCC. At the FCC. he specialized in
broadcast and cable television regulation and policy making.
Prior to his FCC employment, he worked at television and
Radio stations in Kansas and Missouri as a reporter, news
writer and news photographer. He also has experience in
Radio and television production and promotion.
From May 1985 to May 1988. Umansky served as
President of the Electromagnetic Energy Policy Alliance
(EEPA), an association - co-founded by NAB - which
represents producers and users of devices that emit
non- ionizing energy. He currently serves on the EEPA Board of
Directors. Umansky is NAB staff liaison with several NAB
committees and is a frequent speaker at broadcaster
meetings and conventions.

(E)
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PULSE: I've heard you are considered to be " the" Radio
person in the legal department at the NAB. Give our readers
abrief overview of your background.
UMANSKY: Igrew up in abroadcasting family. My father ran
aRadio and television combination in Wichita, Kansas. To this
day, Istill consider him to be the quintessential local broadcaster. The key to his station's success was local involvement
and creating asense of community dependence on the station
through astrong local news effort and tackling tough community problems. That's still the key to success.
Iworked at Radio stations in college, and when Iwas in Law
School, worked in television as well.
At the NAB, though my responsibilities cover both Radio and
TV, I've tended to work more on Radio issues. One of my first
tasks was our ultimately successful effort to defeat nine-kilohertz AM channel spacing, which would have been adisaster
had it been implemented by the FCC. Since then, I've focused on
Radio station allocation issues - ranging from the WARC deliberations, Region 2negotiations, AM band expansion and AM
improvement to our recent FM petition asking for acomprehensive FCC review of FM policy and an end to the Commission's
"more is always better" philosophy on adding new stations. I've
worked on many other proceedings at NAB and the FCC which
have affected both industries.
PULSE: What is your role at the NAB, and what you are doing
for broadcasters?
UMANSKY: As deputy general counsel in the NAB's legal
department, Ispend agood deal of time on Legal Department
administration with our General Counsel, Jeff Baumann. But,
like the other attorneys, I'm here to help answer questions from
broadcasters and further their interests before the FCC, other
agencies, the courts and, in conjunction with our government
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INTERVIEW
relations department, to help advance dates. Under the FCC's ruling, one can would be forced to give arebate. By saytheir interests before Congress. Each year simply ignore, for purposes of selling
ing there can be different classes of
we file more than 100 sets of comments,
spot and program time, all state and local
preemptible time, the need for rebates has
briefs and pleadings with these various
races. Obviously, many broadcasters will been diminished and broadcasters can
levels of government on behalf of broaddecide that is not the proper course. They
have greater price stability during lowest
casters.
will sell time to these candidates. The
unit charge time.
From the perspective of the NAB Legal
important thing is that broadcasters have
The Commission also made asignifiDepartment, the vast majority of our efmuch greater latitude to say no, and they
cant change dealing with "fire sales." A
forts are for Radio broadcasters. For many
can establish set time limits, etc. for state
few years ago the FCC said that when you
years, NAB has done annual surveys of and local races. They can decide not to
conduct afire sale that lowers your botmember station bentom-end rate, this
efits, and consiswould lower your
tently, the ability of a
lowest unit charge for
Radio broadcaster to
the entire lowest unit
contact the NAB Lecharge period of 60
gal Department and
days before ageneral
get an answer to a
election and 45 days
question on regulabefore aprimary. Fortion has been at the
tunately, the FCC has
absolute top of the
changed its view, and
list of valued memfire sale discounts
ber services.
will only affect lowIn addition to filest unit charge during briefs and aning the time period
swering member
(for example, arotaquestions, we are the
tion, daypart or proauthors of avariety
gram) in which the
of NAB publications
fire sale spots are
of value to our Radio
broadcast.
membership. The
Perhaps the
NAB Legal Guide is
most significant FCC
At meeting of NAB Regulatory Review Committee March, 1992: ( Pr) Bob Fox, KVEN-KHAY,
essentially our flagedict
in
recent
Ventura, CA; Dick Novik, WKIP-AM/WRNQ-FM, Poughkeepsie, NY; Barry Umansky: Denise
ship of the fleet. We
months has been its
Shoblom, WUHN-AM/WUPE-FM, Pittsfield, MA.
recently put together
decision to preempt
and published asupplement that brings
cover every city council race or minor state and federal courts from acting as the
our readers up-to-date. I've been a copolitical race within their service areas.
arbiters of complaints over alleged broadauthor of the Legal Guide, our contest and
For federal candidates the situation is
caster violations of the lowest unit charge
lottery book and our just-updated RF vastly different. Stations still must afford
provisions of Section 315. In December of
Radiation Guide. In the next couple of what is called "reasonable access" to fed1991, the same day it issued its overall
months, we will be completing arevision
eral candidates.
Report and Order on political broadcastto our Political Broadcasting Catechism as
PULSE: What are some of the other ing, the FCC adopted astrong preempwell.
significant changes?
tion order which is still being litigated in
PULSE: There's going to be alot more
UMANSKY: For one, the FCC has backed
the courts. We're hopeful all the courts
political advertising placed as we get
away from adecision it made some years
will find that the FCC's preemption is
closer to election time. The rules have
ago which said all classes of preemptible
lawful and that the FCC does have excluchanged considerably. Let's talk about
time were going to be considered as one
sive jurisdiction on political rates and the
the changes that are the most impactful
class. Now the FCC, from the perspective determination of liability and damages,
on the local level.
of broadcasters setting rates and granting
where candidates may have not been afUMANSKY: Certainly, political broadlowest unit charge, says that you can have
forded lowest unit charge.
casting is going to be acentral area of FCC
different classes of preemptible time as
PULSE: What about equal time rules
enforcement during the remainder of 1992.
long as the classes are distinguishable in
related to personalities - like the Ronald
There were several significant changes
terms of, for example, benefits to the adReagan movies requiring equal time
when the Commission adopted aReport
vertiser, such as make good benefits, etc.
during his election?
and Order in its political broadcasting
That is asignificant improvement. Under
UMANSKY: That deals with another
rulemaldng proceeding.
the FCC's earlier interpretations, apolitisignificant change - the FCC's altered
One big change is that the FCC said,
cal candidate could, for example, buy
definition of "ause of abroadcast facilabsolutely, that broadcasters have no oblipreemptible time at ahigher level, assurity." The FCC had been disturbed over its
gation whatsoever to sell any spot time or
ing that the spot would run, and if anyearlier decisions that, for example, equal
programming time to non-federal candithing cleared at alower rate, broadcasters
opportunities would be triggered if astaThe Pulse of Radio
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a

advertiser buys ayear's worth of spots for
$5...and if some commercial advertiser
walked in off the street, the price for one
tion ran aRonald Reagan movie while
such spot would be $15. For political
Ronald Reagan was running for office.
broadcasting purposes, if the candidate
There also was asituation some years ago
comes in and wants the class of spot that
involving George Takei, who played Lt.
is part of that long-term contract, then he
Sulu in Star Trek and was running for a
or she gets the $5rate - even if buying just
city council seat on the West Coast. Under
one spot.
earlier FCC rules, if astation in that city
PULSE: What happens if my station
ran aStar Trek rerun and George Takei
gets caught not giving the lowest unit
was in the episode, that would trigger an
rate?
equal opportunity's requirement on the
UMANSKY: Most likely there will be a
station to sell advertising time to Takei's
fine or some other sanction as part of the
opponents.
FCC's political broadcasting complaint
In determining whether or not there is
process. Political broadcasting is an area,
a "use," the FCC now defines the term
just like falsifying an FCC reporting form
"use" as acandidate appearance, and that
or running illegal lottery ads, that is a
means identified or identifiable in anonterrific way to get in trouble and offer
exempt program, where the appearance
people the opporttmity to blow the whistle
is controlled, approved or sponsored by
on you. In 1992, political broadcasting
the candidate. That's asignificant change,
will be aprime area of FCC scrutiny and,
because obviously, Ronald Reagan and
perhaps stimulated by
George Takei did not concongressional intertrol the airing of the movie
ests, FCC enforceor series episode. So, in
ment.
that regard, the FCC's reAIM.
UMW
PULSE: You are on
defining what a "use" is
the telephone with
"...where
there
are
problems
perceived
has given broadcasters
broadcasters every
more latitude in refusing
by
broadcasters,
the
FCC
or
the
day. With the new
requests for time.
political rules, what
PULSE: What about runCongress, steps may be taken to
are the biggest confuning ads in newscasts?
sion factors?
UMANSKY: In a split
straighten things out through the
UMANSKY: Thebigdecision of four commis"reconsideration"
process.
NAB
will
be
gest questions are, for
sioners on one side and
example, how do you
the chairman of the FCC
active in that reconsideration
distinguish weekly
on the other, the FCC conrotations? How do
tinued the exemption inprocess as well."
you make sure you
volving news. Broadcastcan charge aparticuers can still refuse to aclar price for aparticucept political advertising
lar spot? What are diftime during newscasts.
ferent classes of time
That's an important decidisadvantaged. But, there are some areas for purposes of lowest unit charge - how
sion. We think broadcasters should be
-such as this one - where there may be do you distinguish those weekly rotaable to maintain the integrity of their
some candidate advantages over regular tions? These are areas where broadcastnewscasts. But, broadcasters certainly
ers like to maintain rate integrity and the
commercial advertisers.
have the discretion to run political spots
Commission's
new rules give broadcastPULSE:
Am
I
obligated
to
give
the
poduring newscasts if they want to.
litical candidate the same rate if he ers agreater opportunity to do so.
PULSE: What are the major areas of
Broadcasters ask lots of questions about
doesn't spend the same amount of money
confusion?
when the discount is contingent on a sponsor I.D. Is the sponsor I.D. sufficient?
UMANSKY: The major area of confuIs that voice really identifiable? Is that the
large expenditure?
sion, and the focus of the FCC, is on the
candidate's
voice? If the candidate is an
UMANSKY:
Yes.
One
of
the
long-standdetermination of rates. The FCC has em"unknown"
in the community, the fact
ing
principles
of
FCC
political
broadcastphasized the need for full disclosure to
that
that
candidate
is the one doing the
ing
regulation
has
been
that
volume
dispolitical candidates. The Commission's
counts must be passed on to political I.D. voice-over does not necessarily trig1990 audit of 30 stations showed there
advertisers, even though they do not buy ger lowest unit charge, nor does it neceswere some situations where candidates
that same volume of spots. You could sarily trigger equal opportunities unless
were not fully appraised of astation's
have asituation where amost-favored
continued on page 22
sales practices. Now, the FCC is expect-

Barry Umansky

ing that broadcasters fully disclose their
approach toward the selling of advertising time, etc.
A "rate" area where broadcasters perhaps have some of their most significant
beefs deals with "package plans." The
FCC has said that abroadcaster now must
"break up" or "unbundle" packages, look
at those individual components of the
package, assign values to those components and then have those values affect
lowest unit charge. If there were apackage that has an ROS component, and that
is alow-priced ROS, lower than any other
ROS spot, then that value would lower
the price for ROS spots during the station's
lowest unit charge period. In many broadcasters' opinions, the candidate is given a
distinct advantage over a commercial
advertiser under this package plan policy.
Ostensibly, the FCC's mission is to make
certain that candidates simply are not

-
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TAPSCAN System Disk
Version 6.85

This is all you need for instantaneous
Optimum Effective Scheduling.
That's right. TAPSCAN's latest version of it's already powerful ratings analysis software
now includes 1- touch" Optimum Effective scheduling (OES). With asingle keystroke, you can
project an OES schedule for one or more stations. Now, instead of " cost efficiency", you can sell
based on " cost effectiveness", while virtually guaranteeing results for your advertisers.
And to think. OES is ano-extra-charge enhancement to the TAPSCAN system.
The Elements of An Optimum Effective Schedule:
Broad-daypart (preferably Monday- Sunday 6AM-Midnight) time period.
Spots evenly dispersed throughout the schedule.
Weekly spot level matched to station's audience characteristics, using the OES formula:
Weekly Schedule = Audience Turnover times 3.29.

The Operative Word Here is " Effective"...
Here's What An Optimum Effective Schedule Will Deliver On Any Station:
Over 50% of the station's weekly audience (clime) will hear the message at least three times.
Two-thirds of the people exposed to the message (the total schedule reach) will hear it
at least three times.
Almost half of the people reached will hear the message five or more times.

TAPSCAP4

3000 Riverchase Gallera
Suite 850
Birmingham, Alabama 35244
205-987-7456
Boston • Chicago • Los Angeles • Toronto

Vancouver

Barry Umansky

THE
COPY
WORK /
SHOP /

Every Station
In Memphis
Has One.
List year, as part of the Memphis
Arm Radio Competition, they gave
their copywriters acopy of the #1
copywriting book in AmericaThe Copy Workshop Workbook.
With exercises, thought-starters
and general good advice for the
working copywriter.
If you don't work in Memphis,
chances are, you don't have your
own personal copy.
But, if you send PuiseBooks $30,
you can! Or, move to Memphis.
Your choice.

Pulse Books Bonus
A Special Tip Sheet with the
author's hints for better radio writing. It'sfree with every order.

Pulse Books Order Form
The Copy Workshop Workbook • $30.00
Make Checks Payable to Pulse Books:
1501 Corporate Dr., S220
Boynton Beach, FL 33426

Name
Station
Address
City
State

Zip

Phone

L.

ED

Call (407) 736-4416
or 1-800-226-Pulse
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continued porn page 20

the voice is either identified or identifiable. To get lowest unit charge, and for
purposes of also triggering equal opportunities, there must be acandidate appearance. For Radio, that means an identified or an identifiable voice.
PULSE: mars why often you hear the
candidate say,
"Paid for by the so-and-so..."
UMANSKY: Precisely. It's a different
voice. In some cases, the candidate says,
"I'm Joe Smith. This spot was paid for by
Joe Smith for Senate." That's a proper
sponsor I.D. that triggers lowest unit
charge and equal opportunities. Other
times you will simply have the sponsor
I.D., but no identification of who that
voice is. If the candidate is an incumbent,
people in the community may very well
know that candidate's voice. Then the
station probably should make the goodfaith determination that that's a candidate appearance. But for anew candidate,
one whose voice is not familiar to those in
the listening audience, then the broadcaster could make agood-faith determination that it is not an identified or identifiable voice, and therefore, the broadcaster need not afford lowest unit charge.
Such an I.D. also would not trigger equal
opportunities.
Another similar issue deals with employee candidates. For example, an on-air
person has political aspirations and has
decided to run for political office. That
person's appearance on your air would
trigger equal opportunities and, because
this person is appearing on your station
essentially free of charge, it would require
the grant of free time to his or her opponents. Many stations respond to this predicament with adecision to simply take
the broadcaster off the air for the period of
time of the election campaign. Other
broadcasters - and this really has worked
in some situations - have been able to
work out a "deal" between the employee
candidate and the employee's opponents.
The agreement might be that the candidate would never mention his or her candidacy during air time and the opponents
would agree to something less than full,
free equal opportunity response time.
There have been others cases, of course,
where the opposing candidates were less
than willing to agree to that kind of contract. Obviously, the fewer minutes or

hours on the air for the employee candidate per week, the easier it is to try to work
something out.
PULSE: What about granting credit to
candidates?
UMANSKY: The "unwritten law," but
one that FCC staff members had stated
for quite some time, had been that broadcasters could ask for money "up front"
from any political candidate, federal or
non-federal, so long as the request for
prepayment did not exceed seven days
before the spot or program were to run.
Earlier this year, in response to aletter
from apolitical candidate and aconsultant, the FCC said that the general policy
still holds: A station may require advance
payment up to seven days before the
program or the first spot in the schedule is
to air. However, the FCC said there was
an exception. They qualified their position, based upon the general FCC policy
that stations cannot discriminate between
commercial advertisers and candidate
advertisers. Advance payment cannot be
required if (1) the candidate's agency has
an established credit history, (2) the agency
is responsible for payment, and (3) the station would give credit to that agency if it
assumed liability for asimilar advertiser,
such as astore about to go out of business.
For candidates and their committees,
the test is basically the same, focusing on
liability and established credit worthiness. Only in the rare case where the three
parts of the test are satisfied, would a
station not be able to ask for advance
payment.
PULSE: On another subject, tell me
about the reaction to the duopoly and
multiple ownership rules.
UMANSKY: Well, broadcaster reaction
to the FCC's ownership rule changes though mostly positive - has been mixed.
Virtually all broadcasters agree that some
changes were needed in the national ownership and local duopoly rules. The NAB
financial data that we submitted to the
FCC, along with the current, high levels
of Radio program diversity, all supported
change. NAB specifically asked that the
Radio ownership rules be loosened. Even
those on Capitol Hill, who recently have
expressed strong reservations about the
nature of the FCC's decision - and may
even take steps to suspend the decision agree that the preexisting Radio ownership rules were too restrictive.
But, that's where the unanimity ends.
Radio's Management & Marketing Magazine

Clearly, most broadcasters are generally happy with the rule changes simply
because they would be allowed, under
this new regime, to acquire another local station. But, some very small market
broadcasters are dismayed because they,
under the "small market" terms of the
new rules, would be barred from owning another local station. Some very
large market broadcasters, on the other
hand, are less than thrilled that agroup
owner could come in and acquire six
stations in their market. However, data
for determination of "how many stations" are in amarket, and for assessing
whether the proposed ownership combination would exceed "25 percent of
listening," is pretty much unworkable.
About the time NAB '92 begins, when
the Commission releases the text of its
Report and Order, we'll have aclearer picture of the Commission's decision. Ithink
the Commissioners and the FCC staff are
appropriately sensitive to the needs of
our Radio industry - and the needs of
Radio listeners - and they've tried to give
us a "best effort" here. But, as of the time
of this pre-NAB '92 interview, there are
lots of questions that remain regarding
the specifics of the FCC decision. And
where there are problems perceived by
broadcasters, the FCC or the Congress,
steps may be taken to straighten things
out through the "reconsideration" process. NAB will be active in that reconsideration process as well.

ONE YEAR AGO
April 15, 1991
Steve Bellinger, President
Systemation
"In Radio, we've got to get back to
either seeing ourselves fade away
or start paying more attention to
what we say and less attention to
how we sound."

PULSE: Any closing comments?
UMANSKY: Well, in addition to being
atrade association attorney, one of my
main responsibilities over the last couple
of months has been putting together the
Broadcaster's Law and Regulation Conference for NAB '92. An important part
of this conference will be the presentation of the first annual Belva Brissett
Award. Belva was an employee of our
Legal Regulatory Affairs Department
who died of cancer in 1990. She was one
of akind. In her 14 years at NAB, Belva
was one of the most genuine friends
broadcasters and NAB staff had. She

had tremendous rapport with the FCC.
We've established this annual award to
honor broadcasters who have made a
significant contribution to advancing
our over-the-air industry in the regulatory process. Our first award winner is
Denise Shoblom, aRadio broadcaster,
who, as it turns out, also had to tackle
some difficult physical setbacks of her
own.
Denise helped us agreat deal in our
work before the FCC. The award serves
as a memorial to Belva, and I'm sure
that all those attending the presentation
at NAB '92 will be moved by it.

Aucience Analysis Made Easy
By using Rhody Bosley's new

PD PROFILE, you'll make more confident
programming decisions and know exact
details about your listeners.

Shady Bosley, President Bosley Associates

PD PROFILE'
Imagine having one report which enables you to look at every
aspect of how your listeners use your station. Imagine knowing
exactly how your listeners are consuming your station. You'll know
how they listen monthly, weekly, daily, and by daypart. Instead of

Answers the questions PDs
ask most about rating results:
•Exact Age of Listeners
•Listening Preference Profiles

your PD doing Arbitron AID runs, Station Mechanicals, and

•Recycling By Daypart

Fingerprints you can now have the most important of that information

•Recycling By Listening Location

and more. More knowledge for less cost.

•Audience Flow By Quarter Hour
•At Work Listening—How Much?

HERE'S WHAT OUR CUSTOMERS SAY ABOUT
PD PROFILE:

•Sharing/Duplicating of Audiences

"Not awasted sage. There's something important to be gained from each
report."-Dean Landsman. President, Landsman Media, Inc.
"There is more information than I
thought there would be and it's in ausable
form. I
got alot out of it." -Mark Renier. GM, WRKO/WMBX Boston
"PD PROFILE allowed me to read data and form myown concluslons. It steered
me in amore definite direction." -Bob Bellin GM, WROO,Greenville-Spartanburg
'PD PROFILE is the most user-friendly, informative, and helpful ratings
research tool I've ever used." -Steve Allan, PD, WGRR, Cinciinati

PD PROFILE'
For Information contact
Rhody Bosley at Bosley Associates

410-377-5859

AID. FINGERPRINT AND STATION MECHANICALS ARE PRODUCTS OF THE ARBITI:ION COMPANY
, 1992 AD PROFLIE Is arags. ‘.dtrademark of Breakthrough Marketing, Inc
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Information Flash

II

What Brokers Think About The Recent FCC Rule Changes

:1416b\
Dick Blackburn

The Pulse of Radio questioned several industry brolcers as to how theyfeel the new FCC
changes will affect trading. Here are their
replies:
W. John Grandy
Broadcasting Broker
San Luis Obispo, California
There are now qualified buyers, but
few stations available at prices which those
buyers will, can and should pay. When
the number of stations available is increased by the stations next door and
down the street, there will be more sales,
purchases and mergers.
Richard L. Kozacko, President
Kozacko-Horton Company
Elmira, New York
The proposed FCC changes could be
very helpful to broadcasters. No, Idon't
see awild surge of station acquisitions.
The funding still is not in place for alarge
quantity of purchasers and even under
the present ownership limitations, very
few broadcast groups have approached
their ownership limits. Thirty facilities in
each service is avery high quantity, and I
would suspect that not many owners will
attempt to reach this magic figure. Iex-

a
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Don Bussell

pect the most benefit to occur with consolidations within various markets. Ownership of two AMs or two FMs within the
same marketing area can be beneficial to
audience, advertisers, and stations as well.
There are simply too many poor performing stations out there and allowing one
owner to operate multi facilities within
the same community should interject an
improvement in efficiency and operating
costs. In fact, this is probably an area
where the FCC might still be able to improve their proposed regulations. As a
broker, financially performing stations
are far more attractive to buyers as opposed to comparable facilities without
performance. This is an area in which I
think Radio will be better served.
Bob Mahlman, President
The Mahlman Company
Bronxville, New York
We believe "cautious optimism" is the
phrase now prevailing amongst large
group broadcasters (those whose ownership is primarily in the top 35 markets),
medium market and small market broadcasters.
There is aprevailing sense that the FCC
ruling will be delayed beyond August 1st
and there will be modifications especially

Randall Jeffery

concerning the ownership of 30 AM and
30 FM stations. There is also uncertainty
as to market definitions and rating
criteria concerning the FCC ruling. Obviously, anumber of questions require answers and the industry requires clear definitions concerning the ruling before decisions and commitments are made.
However, large market broadcasters
have begun planning and are reviewing
acquisition possibilities as well as station
swapping opportunities.
Medium and small station group operators and brokers are already making
contacts regarding LMA possibilities that
will lead to an acquisition or sale. Activity
has increased in this category.
The medium and small market broadcaster (and many large market owners) is
facing amajor decision as to whether to
sell or expand - standing still and doing
nothing, as ownership within markets
increases, can lead to a competitive
disadvantage within ayear and certainly
in the long run.
The FCC ruling, when clarified, must
be accompanied by financial institutions
recognizing the new opportunities for
them in Radio financing. HLT policies
concerning Radio by bankers have to be
loosened.
In summary...we believe the FCC nil-
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Frank Kalil

ing, which is not expected to be drastically modified, presents broadcasters an
unprecedented opportunity to expand as
well as stay competitive.
Although bankers are taking awaitand-see attitude, we believe experienced
lenders recognize a "new opportunity"
and will lend again.
Now, all of us are planning as well as
preparing for significant trading activity.
Those broadcasters with funding and
wanting to expand are already increasing
their activity with established brokers.
Peter Handy, Investment Broker
Star Media Group
Dallas, Texas

The pending rule changes regarding
duopoly should have an immediate impact on station trading. It would appear
that in any given market there are healthy
operators who would welcome the opportunity to further their growth. Acquiring an additional property within amarketplace where one already has asuccessful format and team in place eliminates
some of the risk involved when taking on
anew project. To this end, there should be
new prospective buyers who were not
previously available before these pending changes in duopoly.

The Puke of Radio

Richard Kozacko

In markets outside the top 25, there
appears to be more stations whose performance, or lack thereof, would necessitate asale than there are station owners
who have the ability to buy. This leads
one to believe that the healthy buyer will
have more than one opportunity available to pursue. Given the right situation
(compatible format, favorable leases, ratings and revenue), it would seem logical
that these potential buyers would become
proactive in securing anew acquisition.
With this new spike in activity, pricing,
which has been in asteady decline over
the last 24 months, may stabilize. Until we
witness the occurrence of completed deals,
it is very difficult to predict the outcome
of where pricing will be. Clearly, an operator with successful systems in place,
should be able to eliminate downside risk
that an out-of-the-market operator would
incur. This suggests that buyers will see
more value in astation within their own
markets.
Should this spike in station trading occur in the short run, one can assume that
station trading in the long term could
become significantly less active. As operators consolidate, business plans will
revolve around servicing debt and paying down principal rather than ramping
up value and seeking aquick exit. Addi-

Bob Mahlman

tionally, station owners with multiple
FM/ AMs in one market who continue to
grow their properties (potentially beyond
a25 share of audience persons 12+) will
find that an exit strategy based upon a
station sale could become increasingly
difficult.
Regardless of the good intentions that
duopoly presents, alack of liquidity in
the capital markets would leave all of
these potentially successful business
plans on the drawing board. It has been
the practice of lenders over the last 24
months to adopt a "wait and see" attitude. Should lenders not share the vision with their debtors that duopoly can
reduce risk and increase earnings and
hence do not seek new deals to finance,
operators will be forced to move away
from an acquisition/sales strategy to a
swap/trade strategy.
Frank Kalil, President
Kalil & Co., Inc.
Tucson, Arizona

I
Ile 30/30 ownership cap is of little
consequence to all but afew people. The
important thing is multiple ownership in
asingle market, creating economy of
scale, operating efficiency, and rating/
revenue stability.
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FCC Rules Affect Brokers
continued from page 27

Quite franldy, Iwas surprised that not
everyone in the industry was pleased by
the new rules. While, for some, the status
quo might be preferable, the industry, as
awhole, will benefit greatly by having 50
percent fewer competitors in each market. Even the listener will benefit by being
treated to better quality radio which

First, we may see an initial flurry of
intra-market transactions in which strong,
mid-pack and even weak stations will
fortify and enhance their positions by
acquiring acomplimentary competitor.
This process will also be beneficial for
ailing properties that, up to now, needed
to be sold but, until relaxation of duopoly,

broadcasters will be financially able to
afford. Whether anyone likes it or not, it is
time to consume or be consumed. The
only wrong thing is to do nothing. One
should decide immediately whether to
add another station (or two) or leave a
particular market before it is picked over.
One cannot be the last station standing
when the music stops. Everything will
be paired up. Some operations will use
brokers and some will attempt to do it
themselves. Isuspect abroker (even if it
is not KALIL & CO., INC.) will negotiate better between competitors for all
the obvious reasons.
Radio is going to be an extremely healthy
business...probably better than ever!
Charles Giddens, President
Media Venture Partners
D.C., Orlando, San Francisco

We're very excited about the possibilities the new rule changes could bring to
the industry. It is not apanacea, but rather
apositive step forward to allow for some
badly-needed consolidation, perhaps a
better economic profile and amore-reasoned approach to dealing with the numbers of stations owners may operate. As
the economy picks up, we do see agood
bit more interest in acquiring, trading and
merging in the months ahead.
We don't see the banks rushing back
into the business, nor do we feel very
comfortable with the mythical 25 percent audience rating caps in market.
What we do see is a business that, if
stronger, will again attract prudent investors and allow stability.

Don Bussell, President
Questcom Radio Brokerage, Inc.

Peter Handy

did not have asuitable buyer from outside the market.
Second, due to increased competition,
the Radio industry has lost some of its
glamour for certain investors. The proposed changes may very well serve to
attract these buyers back into Radio now
that they can derive a greater share of
audience and revenue through multiple
ownership in asingle market.
A tertiary, but extremely important
benefit of the new ruling, may well be that
the very real potential for greater revenues will serve to attract the banking
industry back to Radio. Of all the negative
factors affecting Radio trading and pricing over the past 30 months, it has been
the absence of senior lending which has
dealt the industry its harshest blow.
Norman Fischer, President
Norman Fischer & Associates
Austin, Texas

Randall E. Jeffery, Partner
Media Venture Partners
D.C., Orlando, San Francisco
The proposed FCC changes regarding duopoly should have apositive effect on Radio station trading in two
specific areas.
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station owners in the same market.
The impact of this decision will decrease buyer demand in the long run and
impedes new buyers from entering the
broadcasting business fearful of competing against multi-station owners in agiven
market. It is my opinion that this ruling
eliminates diversity of ownership by allowing group owners to swallow most of
the choice properties in acommunity and
leave inferior signals to the less prosperous broadcaster.

The result of the FCC ruling would
stymie competition in the marketplace by
allowing the conglomerates and the large
broadcasting companies to buy up to three
AMs and three FMs in the same market.
The individual or small broadcaster would
not be able to compete on an even-level
playing field against the prosperous multi-

Gaithersburg, Maryland
The new FCC changes in the ownership rules will ignite significant trading
activity once the new rules are implemented. Already, many broadcasting
companies are analyzing their portfolios
and making plans to determine in which
markets they will consider buying or selling Radio stations. Under the new rules,
broadcasters who acquire an additional
station(s) in amarket will be able to consolidate expenses and provide the listener with better programming. When
completed, these strategic moves will look
to strengthen the broadcaster's overall
operating performance and enhance bottom line results.
In amarketplace where financing remains tight, creative deal making will
flourish in response to the new rules. Our
firm is presently assisting clients in analyzing their portfolios and, on certain
deals, we have proposed tax-free exchanges of stations coupled with interim
LMAs between companies which would
place each party in awin-win situation.
For the long-term operator, it is an opportune time for strategic planning and action.
George R. Reed, Vice President
Media Services Group, Inc.
Neptune Beach, florida
The action taken recently by the FCC
will be the catalyst we have needed for
stabilizing (and ultimately improving) the
station values within the Radio broadcasting industry. It comes at atime when
ad revenues are showing improvement
and some lenders are resurfacing into the
business of making broadcast loans. Allowing multiple ownership and relaxing
duopoly rules will let the marketplace
continued on page 30
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E. Alvin Davis & Associates — Proven Oldies Success
Proven success in head-to-head FM Oldies battles.
Proven success with Oldies format changeovers.
Proven success maintaining ratings.
If you're involved with Oldies, you should know these facts
about E. Alvin Davis & Associates.

1. Proven success in head-to-head FM Oldies battles.
Three times in the last year our clients have scored first book 25-54 wins
against established FM Oldies competitors.
WGGZ-FM/Baton Rouge debuts 3rd with 7.6 share. Beats
Oldies competitor with previous 10-share.
KEYF-FM/Spokane debuts 4th with 11.2 share. Tops
established Oldies station which then changed format.
WILT-FM/Ft. Wayne debuts 5th with 7.3 share. Pulls more
audience than the combined share of AM/FM Oldies

"We're not some Johnny-comelately, suddenly claiming to be an
Oldies expert. This is aformat
we've been closely involved with
for years."— E. Alvin Davis

competitor. Competitor previously had close to an 8-share.

2. Proven success in Oldies format changeovers.
Every Oldies changeover debuts top five 25-54 first book. It's happened
five times already.
EAD Oldies: First Book Scorecard
Station

25-54 Rank

25-54 Share

WGRR-FM/Cincinnati

3rd

8.2.

WGGZ-FM/Baton Rouge
KEYF-FM/Spokane

3rd
4th

7.6.
11.2.

KLKL-FM/Shreveport

4th

9.8.

WILT-FM/Ft. Wayne

5th

7.3.

3. Proven success in maintaining ratings once you get them.
Our clients avoid the typical Oldies scenario—a strong debut and then a
fast fade into the middle of the pack.
With Oldies stations, sometimes getting the numbers may be the easy part.
The inevitable challenge that is always more difficult is keeping the numbers.
We've proven we can meet that challenge. We help our clients achieve
continued rating success— book after book— year after year.

Successful Oldies stations don't happen by accident. Our
company has a proven track record of Oldies success. For a
no-cost initial consultation, phone E. Alvin Davis at 513/984-5000.

When you do something very well,
you simply can't do it for everyone.

ead
RADIO PROGRAMMING
MARKETING
9851 FOREST GLEN DRIVE
CINCINNATI, OH 45242

E. ALVIN DAVIS
8i. ASSOCIATES, INC.

E. Alvin Davis
President

513/984-50 00

Quality consulting for select clients

FEEDBACK
FCC Rules Affect Brokers
continued from page 28

correct some of the "sins" brought about
in the 1980s by Docket 80-90. Small and
medium market stations unable to compete, resulting from too many signals
fighting for too small arevenue base, will
now have options besides going dark.
AM stations will at least have achance to
become viable profit centers.
In the larger markets, groups will expand their holdings and further realize
economies of scale. No longer will growth
be artificially restricted by antiquated
rules. The lifting of the HLT loan restrictions will also tend to improve the credit
availability for the larger deals. Merger,
acquisition and consolidation discussions
are already underway between anumber
of operators.
Some lenders who have been relegated
to the sidelines in the last 18 months have
begun to reconsider their positions on
broadcast lending. A few have actually
funded some credits. The net result will
be increased liquidity and ahealthier trading environment, but it won't happen
overnight. Lenders with whom Ihave

spoken recently generally applaud the
changes. However, there are still many
broadcast credits in the bank workout
departments which continue to dampen
their enthusiasm. Without question, even
as things improve within the industry,
there will be fewer banks lending to broadcasters in the future than there were 18
months ago.
In short, the FCC's decision to allow
ownership of up to 30 AM stations provides aray of light to what has been avery
dim climate. Prices will gradually "firm
up," but not to those levels seen during
the 1980s.
Dick Blackburn, President
Blackburn & Company, Inc.
Washington, D. C.
The rule changes for Radio will result in
an increase in station trading in all forms
-both traditional sales to in-market and
out-of-market buyers and non-traditional
forms such as multi-party exchanges,
mergers, joint ventures and LMAs with
future purchase options. There has definitely been astrong need for consolida-

fion, and with proper planning and assistance, almost all parties will now have the
ability to make moves which will
strengthen their companies.
Right now, there is afrenzy of "activity" as many parties begin to sort out
what these changes might mean to them.
Those parties who got the earliest start on
this planning process will have the best
grasp and will be in the best position to
take advantage of the opportunities. Perhaps more than at any time in the history
of the industry, broadcasters need a
trusted and objective third party to help
guide them in their strategic thinldng.
They need to fully assess their current
situation and how it will change, and then
plot their way through the maze of options
with someone who understands this marketplace and how quickly it is changing.
This is atime and an opportunity for
broadcasters to regain lost equity, but not
every move is agood one and only one
move will be the best one. The overall
impact of these changes will be good for
the industry and for station values, but a
wrong move (or anon-move) will be at
least as costly as before.

GUARANTEED:

EXECUTIVE
D EpC N

LONG-TERM SALES...

SYSTEMS. INC.

...or your money back!
Ican guarantee that your Sales Department will add 13-, 26- & 52-week direct business
contracts within 90 days of my second visit ...or I'll give you your money back! Imake this
claim because Ican prove it! Iknow Ican teach your sales team amarket-exclusive,
graduate-level, but easy-to-learn, retail sales program in only 2days. This program works
successfully for the rookie as well as the seasoned professional.
This is NOT avendor or co-op program. It is solid, long-term. DIRECT add-on business.
Call me now and make the date that will secure if not exceed -your 2d & 3rd-Quarter Sales
Goals. Call today!

"I guarantee you'll add long-term, direct business as aresult of this program.
If you don't believe this, call any one of these managers."
—Philip J. LeNoble
•WLQWWSPD-Toledo, Thorn Byxhe

• KPEZ-Austin, Carla Jenkins, Jon Meyer
(512) 478-6900

• KXOA-Sacramento, Nancy Willson
(916) 923-6800

•WMC-Memphis, Sidney Mendelson
(901) 726-0490

• WGGZ-Baton Rouge, Mike Norwood
(504) 388-9898

Donna Vullo, Sales Manager
JOY 96 WJYE, Buffalo
Her sales team added

$476,000 In Local Direct Business
Call her! (716) 856-3550

303-795-9090

(419 244-8321

•WMFX-Columbia, SC, Billy Grooms
(803) 772-4980

•VVZNN/WWEM-Portsmouth, S. McKenzie
(6w) 332-0930
•WFBC-Greenville, Meadors Tanner
(803) 271-9200

A SALES HORSE OF A DIFFERENT COLOUR
Executive Decision Systems, Inc. • 6421 West Weaver Dr. • Littleton, CO 80123
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WHERE CAN YOU HIRE
ATEAM OF
TOP CONSULTAM'S
FOR 8450 PLUS EXPENSES?
WHERE CAN YOU FIND
NEW MONEY?
SEATTLE

JUNE 14-17, 1992

REGISTER TODAY.
THE BPME & RDA CONFERENCE & EXPOSITION
WASHINGTON STATE CONVENTION & TRADE CENTER

213-465-3777
BPME
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PRODUCT REVIEW

Getting Beyond
Cost-Per-Point
With:

Retail Spending Power
By Rhocly Bosley

VII hat if you had information
that could really impress retailers? What if that information was in the form of anumber that dealt with retail sales
potential? What if that data told the
retailer about their specific market and
maybe even their own store? What if a
computer could generate areport that
told your retail prospect how many
dollars your audience could be worth to
his store in terms of potential sales?
Is this a "what if" dream or is it reality? At the Radio Advertising Bureau's
Managing Sales Conference in February, TAPSCAN demonstrated for the
first time their new "Retail Spending
Power" software. This enhanced software added data that will permit Radio
station sales staffs to quickly calculate
the "retail spending power" of the
station's audience. For example, astation may be able to make the following
statement to a retailer: "Our station
reaches 240,000 grocery shoppers each
week who are spending $382 million
dollars per year in this market. That's
$35 million amonth, seven and ahalf
million aweek. This very day our audience will spend over one million dollars
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in this city to purchase groceries." This
type of information is available for
nearly 60 retail categories.
"Radio stations have expressed a
strong need to get beyond cost-per-point
and place avalue on their audience that
aretailer can understand. Retail Spending Power is the means to that end,"
said Jim Christian, chairman and CEO
of TAPSCAN. "Retail spending defines
a station's value as a marketing tool
with areal-world, exciting, statistic that
hits abusinessman right where he lives."
Christian added that "Until now nobody really has had an idea of how
much money was being influenced by
an advertising campaign. All they knew
was how much the schedule cost and
the number of people reached, which
immediately placed the emphasis on
cost-efficiency, rather than the spending power that the advertising campaign could influence."
The idea of using household expenditure information to generate avalue on
aRadio station's audience is not new.
Julie Heath, president of Breakthrough
Marketing, has been providing her sales
research clients with U.S. Department
of Labor statistics about household ex-

penditures for some time. Heath says
that applying household expenditures
against the station's cumulative audience makes "the buying power of the
listeners more tangible." And, Heath
adds, "Talking about expenditures
speaks in terms of consumer behavior
that aretailer wants to hear."
"The system can also be used to determine the value of retail spending power
for those demos not in the advertiser's
stated target demographic. The station
can sell the worth of their total audience, "according to Dave Carlisle, president and COO of TAPSCAN.
Let's take the ever-popular 25-54
demo as an example. Perhaps your station is abundantly endowed with those
55+, but is third in the market for the
target audience. The advertiser says he's
not interested in buying three deep. "But
wait!" you exclaim, "our station reaches
more potential expenditures than the
other stations."
In this scenario, the salesperson shifts
the emphasis from the demo to the purchasing power of the total audience. By
examining the purchasing characteristics of each audience cell you may find
that even though those 55+ account for
Radio's Management & Marketing Magazine

PRODUCT REVIEW
less spending per household that your
station's overwhelming number of them
in the audience can more than make up
the difference.
This writer used RAB Instant Backgrounds to develop similar types of data
when in local sales nearly an eon ago.
Although these were admittedly national rather than market specific data,
the result could be atalking point with
the local retailer. The Instant Back-

ered by the Census Bureau and then is
processed annually by Market Statistics, Inc. for their "Survey of Buying
Power." Market Statistics is the same
firm that provides Arbitron with population estimates.
The nationally known data processing
firm of Bamberg-Handley, Inc., the creators of Arbitron's Product Target AID
system for television produced the database for TAPSCAN. This is the first time

"Retail spending defines a
station's value as amarketing tool
with arealeorld, exciting, statistic
that hits abusinessman
right where he lives,"
—Jim Christian
grounds contain data collected from
various sources within abusiness category. Some of the data that is sent out
on these sheets is suitable for applying
against the cumulative audience of the
station. Some quick calculations can
produce avalue or worth of the station
for the retailer. For example, the data for
abusiness category may show that the
retailer is correct in choosing 25-54 as
the best potential for sales results because this group spends more money
per household. However, when evaluating the station to be selected, it may be
more efficient to choose astation with
less audience in the target demo but
with more to offer in total potential
expenditures.
Retail Spending Power, as developed
by TAPSCAN, is amarket-specific database with retail sales for nearly 60
retail store categories such as food stores,
department stores, restaurants, hardware stores, car dealerships, and other
key advertiser categories to Radio stations. Retail sales information is gathThe Pulse of Radio

that Radio broadcasters could get hold of
this type of data via electronic form.
Carlisle explains that through "using
these cume-based spending power totals the station has achance to show its
true power to the advertiser, with a
weekly circulation figure that compares
more favorably with print and television audiences."
To project astation's spending power
for a retail category, TAPSCAN's software applies the cume rating in each demographic cell against the spending
power for that cell. The demographic cells
are then added up to match the desired
demographic target such as women 2554. The results of the calculation yields the
station's potential dollar value of the
station's audience to the retailer.
Using the power of bigger numbers
has always been an objective of Radio
broadcasters. The fragmentation of the
Radio marketplace has caused audience
estimates to look pretty small, especially with quarter-hour ratings. The
station's largest audience estimate is

the weekly cume, but that number is
one that seems to be either too hard to
translate for aretailer, or they will not
accept that as a fair evaluation of the
station's potential for advertising. The
concept behind spending power yields
amuch larger number because it uses
the weekly cume and applies it to a
market's total spending for aretail category. This produces big numbers in
even asmall market.
The appeal for retail spending power
should be very strong among medium
and smaller markets where spending
estimates can range in the millions of
dollars. A big number like this can make
avery impressive presentation. In audience research there is a bromide that
reads: "A bigger number is abetter number." Retail sales is abig number and
when it is used in conjunction with a
station's cumulative audience, which is
the largest number astation can get, the
sum is significant.
What about differentiating between
two stations that have the same cume
rating, but have audience with different
lifestyles? Each retail category is
weighted by demographic cell using
income data directly from the Census
Bureau. Thus, even if astation has an
identical cume rating for the total audience, the spending power can be mark-

PULSE
Quick Read
•Retail Spending Power is an old idea
in new software with data on nearly
60 store categories.
•A retail advertiser should be more
interested in the spending power of
the audience than in its size.
•Retail spending is based on the Census Bureau data as updated by Market Statistics. The ratial spending
formula uses the station's cumulative audience to project the spending
power which yields impressive statistics.
•Retail spending is another method to
help salespeople get beyond costper- point.
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Retail Spending Power
edly different because of the differences
in demographic composition. One station may skew older or younger than
the other even within the same format.
Retailers themselves will target different age groups based on the lifestyle
customer they are attempting to serve.
Some jewelers for example target the
younger buyer who is buying engagement rings while other jewelers focus
on the upscale patron who wants to buy
high quality gems. Therefore, the retail
spending power data can be useful in
demonstrating the total market and the
individual store's marketing concept.
This same principle can be applied to
car dealerships which offer awide range
of cars with avariety of price points.
Retail spending can be applied against
local market qualitative data to make the
data client-specific. For example, you
might select Sears in the department store
category of alocal qualitative service like
Media Audit. The TAPSCAN software
will apply the cume estimates to spending power for department stores to arrive

at afigure that represents the Sears spending power in that market.
Qualitative data is available in most
major and medium markets through
Scarborough, Media Audit, or MART. In
other markets, MRI and Simmons data is
available nationally or can be adjusted
using geo-demographic weighting to produce alocal estimate. The use of qualitative data at the local level yields an estimate of retail spending for individual
stores. The most important lifestyle characteristic for spending power is the income variable, because it determines how
much the listener can spend. The qualitative data will index each respondent's
household income against the market
average and use that result to adjust the
spending power.
We could certainly debate whether
producing aretail spending power number is real or a potential. But, as Jim
Christian says, "It is inherent in Retail
Spending Power that the dollar figures
are actuals even for the station-level
estimates. Using the word 'potential'
seems to somehow be conjectual as
though solely based on estimates of dis-

posable income without regard to how
much is actually spent in a retail category. The advertiser looking at these
figures will have one thing in mind:
How can Iget more of these dollars in
my direction?"
Media buyers are likely to continue to
follow the target demo approach in their
buying of Radio time, but astation does
have the ability to show the "bonus" audience through the use of expenditure
data within aretail category, both within
and outside the advertiser's target demo.
Retail spending power is one more tool
that awell-equipped Radio salesperson
can have in his/her bag.

Rhody Bosley is
president of Bosley
Associates, a sales
and
marketing
consultancy based
in Baltimore. He
may be reached at
(410) 377-5859,

Do You Need ...
More Cash?
Higher Ratings?
A Proven Sales Promotion?
A Free Listener Database?
If you are serious about generating New Sales
and Better Ratings with aTurnkey Promotion,
TRY MAGIC NUMBERS FOR YOURSELF NOW!

407-297-4077 ext. 21
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JUST HOW SENSITIVE ARE
YOUR MEDIA COLLECTIONS?

When it comes to
collecting past-due media
receivables, one clumsy move
could shatter asolid business relationship.There's no substitute for the sure
touch of aspecialist.
Szabo Associates is the only collection
firm specializing exclusively in media collections.
We understand the complex, sometimes fragile nature
of media agreements. We know when to apply pressure, and
when to negotiate.
Since 1971, we've served more than 2,400 TV and radio
stations, magazines, newspapers, cable networks and operators,
and other media firms.
So if you're spending time and effort trying to resolve
past-due receivables, call on the specialists. There are no contracts to sign. Just call (404) 266-2464 and assign afew past
due receivables to aSzabo account executive.
The sooner you call, the sooner we can help you turn your
receivables into cash.
01989 Szabo Associates, Inc.

szabn

Media Collection Specialists
3355 Lenox Road, Suite 945
Atlanta, Georgia 30326

SELLING RADIO

F

or many of us, 1991 was not a
fun year.
"Radio isn't as fun as it used to
be," said one Milwaukee GSM.
There are lots of reasons: Recession-racked retailers are running
scared. Advertising agencies are driving down the cost per point.
In small and medium markets, WalMart has driven out dozens of retailers.
"When Icame here, there were five
hardware stores," said one small market GM. "Now, we have one hardware
store and Wal-Mart."
1991 was not afun year.
And, at the same time, Radio can still be
afun business. As you go racing through
1992, here are some thoughts for putting
the fun back into selling Radio:
It's more fun when you're focused.
Focus on solving problems instead of
making sales. Start approaching people
as a problem solver instead of a time
salesperson. You win in selling by solving
prospect's problems. You win customers
and get paid a commission. Fear and
worry come from focusing on things you
can't control. Focus on things you can
control: calls made, proposals written,
spec spots presented, services rendered,
phone numbers dialed, dollars asked for.
There are three kinds of salespeople: 1)
product pushers, 2) problem solvers and
3) problem finders. Product pushers in
Radio tend to always be pushing apackage of the week or of the month.
It's more fun when you celebrate victories. Ring the bell. Blow the whistle
when asale is made. In Las Vegas, there
are thousands of losers. But you hear the
winners. Coins clank into the pan. Lights
flash, and the winners get noticed. People
around them notice and keep trying. Suggestion: Have your traffic department ring
the bell or blow the whistle anytime a
significant order comes in.
It's more fun when you're finding and
solving problems for clients rather than
pushing packages. Ihave nothing against
packages except that you can become very
dependent on them, and the clients can
become even more dependent on them.
Package pushers leave money on the table
by offering standard packages to everyone
whenbigadvertiserscouldafforclalotmore.
Focus on finding your prospect's problems
and present solutions.
It's more ftm when you do it differently.
Could you possible prospect over the air?
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aday in their field. It's great advice. And
it's free advice. Your library card is free.
(Sales managers: Great question to ask at
your next sales meeting: How many of
you have alibrary card in your wallet? I
dare you to try it.) When the last time you
used yours?
It's more fun when you have perspective. This is the first recession for many
new sales managers. It's the first recession for thousands of new Radio ad reps.
It won't be the last. By definition, a "recession is anormal cyclical economic contraction." There will be more. You're surviving this one and you'll survive others.
Congratulate yourself for making it
through. Many salespeople didn't.
By hanging tough, you are becoming
one of the top paid people in your market.
Radio salespeople can dramatically increase earnings just by not giving up.
It's more fun when it matters. We all
know that athousand years from now, it
Using unsold inventory to get past the won't matter who wins the NFL playoffs
and gets to the Super Bowl. But it matters
gatekeepermightbefun. Over-the-air
spots can be delivered without ameeting. NOW. It matters to the fans and it matters
Take anewspaper ad. Rewrite it for Radio. to the players. That's what makes it FUN.
FAX the copy to the prospect and let them If it didn't matter it wouldn't be any fun.
Your job is your Super Bowl. It doesn't
know they can hear it at 2:07 p.m. on your
get any bigger for you. Every presentastation. Then follow up.
It's more fun when you're committed. In tion matters. Every client contact matCity Slickers, Billy Crystal's character is a ters. Doing your best on every call matdisillusioned Radio advertising salesper- ters. Pride in the job matters. That's
son. After two weeks of "bringing in the what makes it fun.
Every call you make halfheartedly evherd," he returned home with anew attitude. "I'm not going to quit my job, I'm ery time you let up too soon, every time
going to do it better," said Crystal's charac- you don't show enthusiasm or empathy,
ter. It's okay to think about quitting. That's you kill off alittle of your career. You have
an obligation to yourself and your audithe residue of hard work Just don't quit.
It's more fun when you're fresh. You ence to prepare and perform well.
It's more fun when you have acareer
may not need atwo-week cattle drive.
But take your vacations. All of us need and not ajob. Ajob is something you do
to GET AWAY from the job. Travel gives to make the money you need to do someyou a perspective that you can't get thing you'd rather do than your job. When
from calling on the same people in the you have acareer, you get money for
same town in the same way over and doing something you enjoy doing.
over again.
It's more fun when you have amisIt's more fun when you're fit. Stress sion beyond making money. Doing
management is vital to your success now. things for reasons that are bigger than
Exercise, meditation, massage are not you is uplifting. A sample mission stateluxuries. Get away from the job every day ment: "I'm in the business of helping
to clear your mind.
clients compete and grow their busiIt's more fun when you know what nesses." That is more compelling than
you're doing. In an uncertain economy, saying, "Isell air time." Together, your
you need to hone your advertising, mar- mission and your goals will make the job
more fun.
keting and selling knowledge and skills.
It's more fun when you like your cliCommit or recommit to an on-going selfstudy program. Brian Tracey has made a ents and care about them. In advertising
fortune by telling people to read one hour we do our best work for people we like.
Radio's Management & Marketing Magazine

SELLING RADIO
Make an effort to learn about and care
about your customers as people. Sell to
people not organizations.
It's more fun when you start early.
That first victory of dragging yourself out
of bed and showing up for breakfast with
aclient will quickly distance you form
you 9-5 competitors.
It's more fun when you have something specific to sell. My good friend,
Duane Hill, GM of KRWQ in the
Ashland/Medford, Oregon, market
built his sales career on writing one spec
spot per day before going to bed. He
always had something specific to sell.
It's more fun to sell aspot that solves a
customer's problem than to sell the concept of running Radio.
It's more fun when you have the
right attitude about selling. Selling requires persistence. Sales is aseries of
defeats punctuated by profitable victories. Rejection is nothing more than deferred acceptance. Closing is winning,
but not closing is breaking even. If selling were easy, it wouldn't be as lucrative. There are more good sales jobs
than there are good salespeople.
It's more fun when you know why
you're going to work. H. Ross Perot
says that "most people don't know why
they come to work until they don't have
to come to work anymore." There are
four reasons to got to work: ( 1) to serve
your customers; (2) to earn money; (3)
to teach others what you know about
your area of expertise; and (4) to have
fun. We tend to have more FUN in
Radio sales when we FOCUS on the first
three. There's no use having fun on the
job unless you're making money, too.
And you can't make money without
serving the customer. And you have to
know what you're doing before you can
teach others how to do it.
Chris Lytle serves
stations that are already successful
and stations that
are striving to be
more successful.
His latest seminar
"The Crash Course
in Advertising Results" is generating new, direct
dollars in markets of all sizes. He
may be reached at 800-255-9853.
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Protect Yourself.
Call the Industry's Lawyer.
15 Years Programming,
Sales and Management.

BARRY
SKIDELSKY
Attorney at Law
757 Third Avenue, 26th Floc'
New York, NY 10017
(212) 832-4800

Affordable Quality Representation

ADD SALES POWER,
TO YOUR RADIO STATION!
with the

NFL & NCAA

FOOTBALL
GUIDE
ADD NEW ACCOUNTS
ADD MORE CO-OP MONEY
ADD LONGER TERM CONTRACTS
ADD NON-TRADITIONAL REVENUE
ADD MORE VALUE TO MARKETING

CALL
TODAY (719) 634-1593
FOR FREE PACKAGE
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Robo Radio
obo Radio is aterm that
we've coined to describe
the hundreds of cookiecutter stations that have
evolved in the last several
years. Every market has acouple,
and some have even more. It's
very easy to spot aRobo Radio
station because it sounds and
feels just like astation that you've
heard in another market.
In fact, the Robo Radio stations
often use the same moniker, visual logo, jingle package, positioning statement, usage liners,
and even the same syndicated
television spots as their counterparts. Many of the stations that
have recently adopted monikers like
"Mix," "Lite," "Variety," or "Classic Rock"
are among the most notable practitioners
of Robo Radio. They've abandoned their
existing identities for ageneric, "me-too"
handle — simply because it worked in
another market.
But these are not the only Robos. Any
station that gravitates towards the sound
and packaging of other "national" trends
becomes extremely vulnerable to acompetitor who practices Real, rather than
Robo, Radio.
The Robo Radio phenomenon, which
is still on the rise, has eroded the Brand
Loyalty between stations and their listeners. It affects the public's general perception of the medium, commoditizes Radio
in the eyes of buyers, and has adverse
affects on Radio's talent pool. In short,
Robo poses aserious threat in virtually
every facet of the business.
This news is not for the faint of heart. In
addressing the problem, causes, and cures
for Robo Radio, we challenge many of the
basic assumptions of Radio programming,
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where alive person actually talked
to you — whether you were a
rebellious young rocker, aconservative family type, or someone
who just wanted to be hip and fit
in. We can all remember the stations and DJs that spoke for the
different periods of our lives, and

marketing, and research. We also challenge the reader — to take the next step
and put an end to Robo Radio.
Robo

Radio

Has

Genericized

The

Airwaves

Robo Radio describes the movement
towards product and packaging
genericism — where aclear brand identity or individuality is lost in apreoccupation with "positioning" and selling the
product. The heavy use of static liner
cards, superlative-laden positioning statements, and tired format descriptors are
all symptoms of the Robo affliction. This
Robo marketing has cluttered the product and has helped reinforce aprevalent
listener attitude: that Radio stations sound
more and more alike every day.
The main problem with Robo Radio is
that it is destroying the intimacy that once
made Radio so great. Many stations used
to have relationships with their listeners
that were based on true Brand Loyalty.
Radio was, after all, the only medium

we remember how loyal we were
to them.
Unfortunately, Robo Radio has
turned this loyalty into arelationship of generic convenience. Robo
Radio, with its "me too" products,
has little to offer other than another musical offering at any given
moment. That's why Robo stations are so preoccupied with "selling" the best song, variety, or mix of
music rather than using the air time to
relate to the listener. It's no surprise that
we now find many Radio listeners feeling
like "outsiders" — they're becoming less
involved with the product because stations have lost the personal connection
with them.
The Problem: Part 1
Radio's "Copy-Cat" Mentality
One of the primary causes of Robo
Radio is the industry's pervasive "copycat" mentality —amentality thaes widely
accepted as just another part of doing
business. This mentality exists because
many find it easier to "clone" asuccess
story from another market than to creatively uncover an opportunity and craft
anew product to take advantage of it.
After all, it's awaste of time to "reinvent
the wheel" every time we go to the
drawing board, right?
Wrong. This me-too mentality is
destroying the creative roots of our busiRadio's Management & Marketing Magazine
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the Dangers
of "bubo"
Programming and Marketing
ness. Moreover, cloning rarely works.
Good Radio, not gimmicks, wins ratings
wars. Good Radio strategies are based
on: 1) A station's competitive assets 2)
Customer needs, and
3) A dynamic
competitive environment. Results are
based on creatively executing the strategy and responding to subtle changes in
the environment. Note that all of these
factors are station/market-specific —
when you change any one of those forces,
the whole premise of the strategy also
changes. This is the main reason that a
format which worked in another market
several hundred miles away will rarely
perform the same way in your market.
Ies pure luck if it does. And, that is not a
responsible way to run abusiness.
Even though many managers readily
agree with this conclusion, we still see a
phenomenon known as "
Format Du Jour."
This refers to the "hot" new format of the
day — one that starts with one genuine
success and is rapidly copied into obscurity. This trend is an example of reducing
the concept of aformat down to arigidlydefined "square peg" — ready to be
plugged into the next "square hole"
(which will be identified by research in
some other market).
A prime example of Format Du Jour is
the male-AC pioneered by WMMO in
Orlando. With the help of considerable
research, an opportunity was correctly
identified. In combination with alarge
marketing budget, acreative programming risk was taken — and it paid off.
Consequently, anew entrant was able to
get in the door — the toughest hurdle.
Unfortunately, Robo Radio then enters
the picture and the MMO phenom is converted into yet another square peg
looking to be "placed" in yet another
The Pulse of Radio

assumptions that have largely been developed and perpetuated by the research
community. These assumptions have
placed artificial limits on strategic alternatives and have endorsed today's
"cookie-cutter" practices.
There's much truth to the old broadcast
adage that says, "
People don't know what
they like...they like what they know." The
failure of research vendors and users to
grasp this sage advice is largely responsible for the growth of Robo Radio. Managers, programmers, and researchers have
simply put far too much credence in the
listener's ability to tell us how to program
and market their "favorite" station. This
process has reduced the art of Radio programming and marketing to afalse science.
Most researchers make a dangerous
assumption about Radio listeners — it's
that listeners are involved deeply enough
with the product to be able to tell us
precisely what's wrong with it. Researchers have dissected the perceptions and
needs of customers into aneat set of specific product "images" and "importance
rankings." These are then used to create
simplistic "report cards" — analytical
tools that have little relevance to the way
listeners choose and remember Radio stations.
This type of research report card is a
very "clean" way to develop aplan of
action in aconference room. It provides
specific answers to tough questions that
managers want to see answered. Unfortunately, however, this is exactly the type
of square peg/square hole mentality that
The Problem: Part 2
is responsible for creating Robo Radio.
Behavioral and attitudinal data from
Research And Its False Assumptions
The other force behind Robo Radio is a our own R&D studies showed that this is
false set of assumptions about listeners— clearly not the way that people think

square hole, with no appreciation for the
competitive context. Once again, many
broadcasters jumped on the bandwagon,
with several even dumping their brand
name in favor of aset of similar calls — as
if this was part of the magic. Not surprisingly, the results of these Robo Radio metoo's have fallen far short of everyone's
expectations.
The same is true for packaging concepts such as "Mix" and "Classic Rock."
To date, approximately 50 stations in the
top 75 markets have scrapped their brand
names and changed them to "Mix." At
least 30 of these stations have actually
changed their call letters to support this
new "handle." Throughout the country,
results indicate that the "Mix" rage
appears to be more of afad than atrue
packaging breakthrough, yet many
stations have invested a great deal of
money (and destroyed their previous
brand equity) by jumping on this particular bandwagon.
There's asimilar story behind "Classic
Rock." What began as ahybrid competitor — further differentiated with an attitude-oriented packaging and marketing
concept — has largely degenerated into
another square peg looking for ahome.
Robo Radio has distilled the original idea
into amusic-focused concept, differentiated primarily by what it will not play. As
the dust settles, few of these stations have
been able to sustain their growth within
the narrow confines of this Robo packaging and marketing.
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PROGRAMMING
Robo Radio

about Radio and certainly has little to
do with the way they choose a "favorite"
Radio brand. Radio is such ahabit-driven,
low-involvement purchase that customers rarely evaluate anything other than
the general feel of the station or the song
that they're listening to at any given moment.
Consequently, while it may have little
to do with consumption choices, it is safe
to assume that astation using the "Mix"
moniker will improve the "best mix" image score on its next strategic study. One
shouldn't conclude, however, that this

Branding: The Cure for Robo Radio
At the expense of several well-known
examples, we've painted arather sobering picture of Radio today. In reality,
there's more validity to the phenomenon
than we could ever describe in several
pages of text. The trend is all too clear
when you conduct airchecks and research
in any of the Top 100 markets. The cost is
also evident the measurable brand loyalty
of theaverage listener in the top markets has
plummeted over the past decade.
The reason brand loyalty has left Radio
is the brands, themselves, have left Radio.
They've been replaced by Robolike "for-

Next, it requires abasic retooling of the
way you develop your strategy. Managers should take alesson from the Fortune
500 brand marketers who use time-proven
research techniques and strategic frameworks to learn more about their customers' needs, rather than perceptions of competing products.
To go beyond Robo Radio, managers
must go beyond Robo Research. They
must stop relying on the standard battery of perceptual questions because, in
real life, listeners don't shop for Radio
stations with alaundry list of "important images." The research focus must

"The main problem with Robo Radio is
that it is destroying the intimacy
that once made Radio so great."
feedback signifies an effective marketing
campaign. Considering the total exposure that Robo Radio stations give their
positioning statements — both on-air and
through external media — most could
probably have listeners reciting the phrase
in Japanese.
We make light of this because we know
that research-driven images are much
more important to management than they
are to listeners. Listeners don't choose a
station because it says it plays the "Best
Mix of Music." If the minds of consumers
were this easy to sway, we would see a
proliferation of brands with names like
"Wake-Up Coffee," "On-Time Airlines,"
"Can't-Lose Investments," "Performance
Automobiles," and "Status Symbol
Watches."
The world's top marketers understand
that consumers buy brands, not product
attributes. When consumers are conditioned by habit and frequently repeated
purchases (like Radio listening), they
think about the whole, rather than specifics. That's why it's shocking to see
broadcasters willingly forfeit a brand
name (call letters) with years of marketing exposure behind it, in order to adopt
anew name that has no more relevance
to consumers than the fictitious brand
names mentioned earlier.
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mats." Radio's immediate challenge —
building brand loyalty — requires more,
however, than marketing gimmicks like
Loyal Listener Campaigns or Office Clubs.
It requires a stationality or brand with
which the audience can relate and identify. For the Radio audience, it's the
difference between an acquaintance and
afriend. Unfortunately, however, turning aformat into abrand is easier said
than done.
First, it requires a recognition of the
causes of Robo Radio and adesire to raise
the competitive playing field to the next
level. In short, it requires acommitment
to rethink the way you compete on adaily
basis. Sacred cows like handles, positioning statements, liner cards, syndicated
TV spots and direct mail pieces must be
slaughtered if they sell formats rather
than brand experiences.
Furthermore, to raise the competitive
playing field to the next level, managers
must shift their attention away from the
competition and towards their customers. Employing "mental weaponry" to
capture "important image hills" may seem
like agreat idea in aresearch breakout,
but these competitor-focused antics only
take you farther away from the task of
communicating a "real" brand experience to the listeners.

shift from product perceptions towards
product usage in order to identify the
less obvious, intangible elements that
are overlooked by standard perceptual
research.
Finally, you must have the courage to
implement this strategy in a virtual
vacuum. There won't (and shouldn't) be
a model station to copy — everything
from your logo to the breadth or focus of
your play-list will have to be developed
at the local level. It will probably feel alot
more intuitive to work in this new environment — once you've tried it — because you'll be relying on your common
sense, creativity, and market intelligence
to implement strategy. You won't be
trying to fit somebody else's way of doing
Radio into your own operation. What
you will have is the start of agreat Radio
station which will consistently produce
ratings and profits.
1M
Lew Dickey is president of Toledo, Ohiobased
Stratford
Research.
He may be reached
at (419) 698-1166.
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SELLING TIPS
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NOW—ON RADIO DAILY
New—and FREE
to Charter Stations
"The Winner's Circle"
with Lou Tice

Bolts
"You're Always Welcome..."
Ever get that uneasy, "unwelcome"
feeling when you walk through a
prospect's door? Or worse, when you
walk into acustomer's business? You can
almost hear someone saying, "It's that
rep again..." I've felt it. It used to make
me cringe and want to turn tail and run.
Wouldn't it be great if everywhere
you went - everywhere - you were welcome? It's possible to do, and it's simple,
too. Here's how.
At the end of every personal sales call,
and when ending prospecting telephone
calls that don't produce an appointment
or an order, always ask this question:
'Would it be all right for me to drop by
from time to time when Ihave something
Ithink may be of interest to you?"
It's afabulous parting question. In over
20 years of street-level selling only once
have Ireceived "no" for an answer. And
in that situation, Ismiled, shook the
gentlemen's hand firmly, looked him in
the eyes, and asked if he was aware of any
business acquaintances who may be interested in gaining new customers with
my product. Igot two solid referrals.
Later, Isent him athank you note for the
referrals. And, of course, Inever went to
his store on business again.
Back to the question. It's asensational
question for anumber of reasons. First,
you're asking permission to come back.
Once the prospect says "yes," you and he
have amini-contract that gives you exclusive rights to be in his store on business whenever you want to. Also, since
almost nobody asks permission, assuming instead that it is automatically granted,
you set yourself apart from the crowd.
Second, by saying "drop by from time
to time" you begin setting the stage for a
non-threatening consultative relationship. It doesn't sound like you'll use
(read: waste) alot of his time, and at the
same time indicates clearly that you
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intend to come back again and again
(until you get the order).
Third, by saying the catch phrase
"when Ihave something Ithink may be
of interest to you," you create ameasurable condition by which the prospect
can judge your future visits. From this
point forward, you must always dropin or request an appointment only when
you have met this condition. But what a
delightful, win-win condition. The prospect knows you'll only be in if you have
something he might be interested in,
and best of all, it's up to you to decide
what that could be. You can bring in
absolutely anything you think may be
of interest. The gates are now wide open.
You can bring in magazine articles, tickets, newspaper clippings, new packages,
specific proposals, promotional opportunities, anything.
Of course, don't abuse your conditional welcome. And remember, whenever you drop-in with the latest "something of interest," always open your
comments with "Here's something I
thought you might have an interest in..."
or any other opener that refers to the
terms of your mini-contract.
If you've ever felt that uneasy, unwelcome feeling when you walk through a
prospect's door, you'll be delighted with
how this simple technique effectively
throws open the doors to businesses
everywhere and makes you feel welcome wherever you go.

John
Fellows,
CRMC, is General
Manager of Jeraf
Marketing based in
Portsmouth, NH.
He may be reached
at (207) 781-5756.

Five days aweek, Lou Tice, America's
leading motivational expert, will
bring your listeners warm, charismatic, inspiring advice to help
them be winners in their daily
lives.
Not since Earl Nightingale's "This Changing
World" has there been aradio feature with the power to
change lives as positively as "The Winner's Circle."
Over the last 20 years, Lou Tice has taught
hundreds of thousands of employees of the nation's
great "Fortune 500" companies the secrets of personal
growth. Until now only American Airlines, AT&T,
Kodak, DuPont, General Motors, Kraft, Proctor &
Gamble and the other big companies had access to
Lou's advice. Now, he brings it to your listeners in a
daily two-minute program filled with sound, useful
advice and ideas. "The Winners Circle" can be
yours exclusively in your primary market, provided
you act now.

Callfor free demo and sales kit.

1-800/235-9756
O'Connor Creative Services
P.O. Box 5432
Playa del Rey, California 90296

Where is your
next idea
coming
from

Subscribe to
and fill
your head
with great
ideas!
1(800) 226- PULSE
1(800) 226-9857
(407) 736-4416
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BOOK REVIEW
Hitting The Sweet Spot
Breaks Through Faster
With Consumer Insight
\A/

By Nick Ho ry

h

• If you're not taping your station 24 hours
aday, you're leaving yourself open to
problems with the FCC!
• Exact monitors have actually saved
stations in litigation and FCC hearings!
• This recorder can provide you with an
acual taped recording of your broadcast.
So when the FCC calls, you'll be able to
provide an exact transcript of your
broadcast.

ONLY $ 129.00
VIKING INTERNATIONAL
Since 1971
150 Executive Park Blvd. #4600
San Francisco, CA 94134
(415) 468-2066

Author Lisa Fortini-Campbell, Ph.D.

"...I didn't bait the hook with strawberries
and cream. Rather Idangled aworm or agrass
hopper in front of the fish and said: ' Wouldn't
you like to have some of that?"
—Dale Carnegie
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Coyote Metalworks specializes in
high quality logo jewelry for radio
stations. Send your camera-ready
logo and $30.00 set-up fee and we
will send you 5logo pins as samples.
No minimum order required.
Call for our photo brochure.

Coyote Metalworks
10100 Cochiti SE
Albuquerque, NM 87123
(505) 296-0058 Fax (505) 296-0116
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Do you really know your clients? Take
a minute to think about them. What
makes them bite? How would you describe your best customer, your best listeners or your biggest fish? Chances are
you have categories of demographics,
survey-said data and media habits. Or
maybe you talk about target market, reach,
frequency, cume and TSL. Is that aperson? When you see him would you say,
'Hi, 12+ single male in a100 rated market
with a lot of discretionary income' or
would you call him Bob?
Well if you're the person who believes
every customer is areal person and every
sale is actually a purchase, then here's
Hitting The Sweet Spot. It's abook that
puts real people back into the marketing
mix and makes the definition of amarket
target human again. By revealing hundreds of well-researched examples, Lisa
Campbell has given marketers a long
overdue look at the value of consumer
insight. In every scenario these advertisers and marketers knew something spe-

cial, almost secret, about people. Because
of that insight, they were able to develop
successful products and effective marketing plans.
"In sports, the sweet spot is that one
special place on abaseball bat that drives
the ball farther, faster and with less effort
than when it's hit anywhere else."As Lisa
Campbell concludes, "Consumers have a
sweet spot too." If the marketer is able to
attach consumer insight to a particular
brand, the sweet spot is achieved and the
entire marketing plan will work.
Hitting the Sweet Spot is loaded with
tools to help the marketer observe people
and discover insights that can be made
into meaningful marketplace advantages.
There's helpful information from research
and development people, marketing
people, advertisingpeople,salespeopleand
brand managers who have all used consumer insight to put together great plans.
Hitting The Sweet Spot is not aRadiospecific book, but the principles are so
well-articulated there's application for any
industry. And if your thinking is really
cutting edge, this book can carry you all
the way into asophisticated insight management program.
To purchase your copy, call The Copy Workshop in Chicago, Illinois at (312) 871-1179. à
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SELLING RADIO
PULSE BUSINESS FACTS

by Ken Costa, RAS

Designed to help you understand the businesses you sell.
•OFFICE

•DOMESTICS
Home Sweet Home...why not? Among
non-homeowners, 60.7% said they
couldn't get enough money for adown
payment, 26.5% couldn't make monthly
payments, 24.7% never interested in
owning, 11.0% want no responsibility,
9.2% live rent-free with relatives, 8.7%
wont be tied down, 8.2% don't want a
30-year mortgage commitment (other
reasons secondary). So why rent? Less
maintenance 60.8%, less financial responsibility 41.7%, not tied down 30.2%,
cheaper than owning 24.6%, easier to
move 20.1%, closer to work 16.6%. However, renting isn't all worry-free: 85.8%
say renting gives nothing for the money
(no equity), 43.2% lack privacy, 41.6%
no sense of belonging, 17.4% less security,16.0% little individuality. Both have
good and bad sides...let your real estate clients accentuate their positives.
Source: Professional Builder & Remodeler, March 1992

Sew far, sew good... tough times bring
out the needle and thread. 67% of adult
women sew by machine, 50% do hand
sewing. Among demographic groups:
Age:
Machine
Hand
18-34
66%
51%
35-44
59%
38%
45+
137%
106%
Income:
$50,000+
65%
45%
$30-49,999
67%
52%
$0-29,999
136%
106%
Region:
Northeast
56%
45%
Midwest
69%
51%
South
70%
53%
West
69%
50%
Why not promote sewing new clothes for
the Spring holidays? Draperies and other
decorations for the home?

What? You still don't have a fax at
work...90% do. And 26% are in the
market to buy in 1992. Of them, 20% are
first-time buyers, 44% additional, 36%
replacement. Most used office equipment today is computer printers at 94%,
followed by copiers 92%, PCs 89%, and
peripherals 83%. Least: optical disks
12%, photocomposition equipment
15%, and lettering systems 19%. The
office furniture market is far from dead:
of those in need, 28% want new, 31%
additional, 41% replacements.

Source: Family Circle Consumer Panel,
Winter 1992

Source: Bausch & Lomb, in Vision Monday,
February 17, 1992

Source: Office Magazine , January 1991

•VISION
Shady business...sunglass sales
reached $1.98 billion in 1991, up 5.5% over
1990. Good quality ($30+/pair) glasses
were 53% of dollars and 16% of units, a
segment up 16% over 1987.

JOHN WADDELL COMPANY, INC.
MEDIA PLACEMENT

"I have aschedule to place."
When THE JOHN WADDELL COMPANY calls, they mean BUSINESS.
BUSINESS for you!
BUSINESS your station rep won't be getting.
BUSINESS from major advertising agencies throughout the country.
BUSINESS you can build on.
So, when THE JOHN WADDELL COMPANY calls, it's not for aweather report — it means
BUSINESS for you.
65 Germantown Court • Suite 230 • Cordova, TN 38018 • (901) 756-8276 • FAX (901) 756-8377
The Pulse of Radio
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PEOPLE IN RADIO
Between Engagements
Name:
Former Title:
Recent Employer:
Telephones:
Position Sought:
Region Sought:

Michael Whalen
Executive VP/GM
VVWMY-FM, Greensboro. NC
Office 919-632-0050
Home 919-852-7326
VP/GM
Open: prefer eastern USA

Name:
Former Title:
Telephone:
Position Sought:
Region Sought:

Ron Powers
GM ( 25 years)
800-530-9255
GM ( Country only)
Southeast

Name:
Former Title:
Recent Employer:
Telephone:
Position Sought:
Region Sought:

Fred Webb
VP/GM
WDOD-FM Chattanooga
615-855-3930
VP/GM
Southeast

Name:
Former Title:
Recent Employer:
Telephone:
Position Sought:
Region Sought:

Phil Beswick
Sr. VP Brdcst. Groups & TV
Birch/Scarborough. NYC
212-789-1424
Open
New York City

Name:
Former Title:
Recent Employer:
Telephone:
Position Sought:
Region Sought:

Larry Gorick
VP Divisional Sales
Birch/Scarborough, Dallas
214-618-2463
Open
Southwest

Name:
Former Title:

Lou Bortone
Marketing Director
WBMX, Boston
213-935-0392
Open
Los Angeles

Recent Employer:
Telephone:
Position Sought:
Region Sought:
Name:
Former Title:
Recent Employer:
Telephone:
Position Sought:
Region Sought:
Name:
Former Title:
Recent Employer:
Telephone:
Position Sought:
Region Sought:

Bob Ridzak
General Manager
KHTX(KDUO)/KRSO,
Riverside, CA
714-783-1837
Management
Open
Ron Hamilton
Owner/Operator/GM
Radio Cedar Falls. Inc.,
Cedar Falls. IA
319-277-4185
Mngt./Workout Specialist
Open

Name:
Former Title:
Recent Employer:
Telephone:
Position Sought:
Region Sought:

Dick Shilvock
Sales AE/Announcer
KIMM/KGGG.Rapid City, SD
605-348-1100

Name:
Former Title:
Recent Employer:
Telephone:
Position Sought:
Region Sought:

Michael A. Pursel
Local Sales Manager
KXLY-AM/FM, Spokane, WA
509-325-6797
Sales Manager. GSM, GM
Pacific Northwest

tz,

Sales/Sports Radio/TV
Northwest
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Peggy Miles

Kevin Dakis

Lee Ellen Tuckett

•Peggy Miles has been named Database Marketing Manager for Direct Marketing Results. Peggy was most recently
Marketing/Promotions Director at WMYI, Greenvif
lle, S.C.
•Pat McCrummen has become aGeneral Partner óf the M
Street Corporation in Alexandria, VA. Pat is former Vice
President of Business Radio Network.
•Kevin Dalcis has been promoted to Director of Sales at
Major Market Radio in San Francisco. Kevin joined Major
Market Radio in January 1990 as an Account Executive.
•Valerie Herman has been added to the staff of New Yorkand Philadelphia-based Oink Ink Radio, Inc. as National
Sales Representative. Valerie spent the past year with Bert
Pat McCrummen
& Barz & Company in New York.
•Lee Ellen Tuckett has been named Promotions Director at
WSTC-AM and WQQQ-FM in Stamford, CT. Lee Ellen was
previously responsible for Public Relations at the Urban
League of Southwestern Connecticut since 1990.
•Gary Voss was named General Manager of Dollywood
Broadcasting Company, licensee of WDLY and WSEV in
Gatlinburg and Sevierville, TN. Gary comes to Sevier County
from Hoopeston, IL, where he served as General Manger of
WI-1P° for the past three years.
•Jim Shea has been named President of newly-formed Mid
Atlantic Region of CRB Broadcasting, overseeing WAEBAM /FM, Allentown, PA, and WJBR-AM / FM, Wilmington,
Valerie Herman
DE. Jim is former Executive Vice President and Partner of
Wilks /Schwartz Broadcasting.
•Steve apHugh has been promoted to General Sales Manager of KABL -AM/FM
in San Francisco. Steve was Local Sales Manager of KABL for the past year.
'Greg Solk has been appointed Program Director of KFOG-FM in San Francisco.
Greg comes to KFOG from WLUP in Chicago.
•Carl Walters has been appointed General Manager and George Orteig General
Sales Manager of KTID/KAPX, San Rafael, CA. Carl had been with KSFO-KYA,
San Francisco and George had been with KNEW/KSAN, also San Francisco.
•Shaun Waggoner has been appointed General Sales Manager of KTHT-FM in
Fresno. Most recently, Shaun was Regional Sales Manager of KFSO/KEY. Also
at KTHT, Josh Gingold has been appointed Regional Sales Manager. Josh had
previously been Local Sales Manager.
•Bruce Raven-Stark has been named Vice President and General Manager of
KDBK-FM in San Francisco/San Jose. Bruce joins KDBK/KDBQ from KSL Media
where he served as President.
•George Hart has been promoted to Operations Manager for KSRR/KONO in
San Antonio, TX. He had previously been Program Director for KONO-AM /FM.
•Mark Kroninger has been promoted to Promotion Director and Cara Storm to
Asst. Promotion Director of KISS-FM in Boston. Mark has been with KISS since
1988. Cara was recently Marketing Coordinator at WBMX-FM in Boston.
à
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Imagine a digital audio workstation capable cf handling the most demanding

broadcast production applications. Imagine automation features as powerful
as those found on the most sophisticated recording consoles. Imagine this

unparalleled level of performance being as intuitive and easy to use as a PR&E
console. Visit our booth at NAB ' 92 as we introduce the revolutionary new ADX

System and see how PR&E has taken digital audio into the next generation.

•

Pacific Recorders & Engineering Corporation
2070 Las Palmas Drive

Carlsbad, CA 92009
619-438-3911

NAB 92 Booth 3812

FAX 619-438-9277

DESIGNS THAT MAKE THE DIFFERENCE

PULSE PROFILE

Greater Than
A Sleeping Giant

Diane Sutter
Executive VP Operations,
Shamrock Broadcasting
magine yourself being named to
oversee operations for an entire
broadcasting group of 13 Radio
and two TV stations on the brink
of the worst recession in 10 years.
Diane Sutter must have had some mixed
emotions when asked to take the newlycreated position after a broadcasting
career of unalloyed success (including
the legendary 3WS Pittsburgh). How
do you deal with all the economic
woes around you, while still trying to
make the group around you grow?
Sutter's answer is: You don't deal with
it. You continue to keep to acarefullyscripted set of goals, constantly dictated by an overwhelming precept at
Shamrock: Keep the good of the industry in mind. For Shamrock, the
gloom and doom all around was not
even adistraction. By keeping its goals
clear, Shamrock as well as Sutter have
remained imperturbable.
A large part of the company's equanimity comes from an innate cautiousness that has served them well in recent
years. Shamrock has been long-rumored
as aslumbering giant, hoarding away
huge reserves of cash ready to pounce
when the market opened back up. While
Sutter chuckled at the inference, she
demurely dodged the question of how
large apile of cash Shamrock has with
the comment, "We are well-poised for

Q
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the future." But it is clear, Shamrock is one
had aremarkably steady rise through
of the few players who would have no
the ranks to Sales Manager, GM and
problem seizing the right moment. Since Corporate VP/GM. All along, atrail of
Shamrock has shown such acumen in its
success—increasing AM ratings 100%,
purchasing decisions, it is considered a an ownership change without loss of
leader for the rest of the community. Constaff, increases to the bottom line of over
sequently, among media brokers, apur$1 million in her first year—followed
chase, especially alarge or extensive pur- behind. After a two-year stint at
chase, would be asignal that the station Shamrock's Lexington, KY, TV station
trading drought may be closing.
(where she brought a 23-year "alsoHowever, imagine Sutter managing to
ran" news department to No. 2in two
keep the group humming along for the years), Sutter was brought in to oversee
first six months. One would think there
the operations as awhole.
would be worries about whether the other
The secret of her success is obvious
show is going to drop the way it has for so
from hearing her talk about Shamrock's
many other broadcasters. While Sutter
stations. It's almost as if she had been
calmly denies there was ever anything
visiting the stations every day, her grasp
approaching worry at Shamrock, there of the situation at the station is so immemust have been some relief when the
diate. But Sutter is quick to point out
FCC announced its recent revision of that this is not acase of micro-managethe ownership rules to allow more than
ment. On the contrary, Sutter and Shamdoubled total station limits and rerock have a reputation of cultivating
vamped duo-poly rules. A reticent
top talent and giving it its head. Her
Sutter finally admitted that Shamrock is
immediate grasp of the station situapoised for this rule change and if the
tions is indicative of the thing that perright situation comes along it will be
meates any successful group: teamready to make serious offers for stations
work. The communication among the
that can take advantage of it.
staff is asource of Sutter's greatest sense
For Sutter it could mean an exciting cap
of pride.
to astellar career. This could be the opporSo, for agroup that has been keeptunity to grow an already first-tier station
ing its powder dry through the past
group to new heights. For agroup in its
few years, and for anewly-installed
position, these rules appear tailor-made,
group head, these days could not be
and Sutter may have the chance to oversee
more exciting. If Shamrock takes the
growth rivaled only by the early eighties.
lead in arapidly changing regulatory
Sutter, who was only promoted to head
situation, it could find itself at the
of operations last September, is used to
acme of the next generation of group
having asignificant impact at the stations owner and help to lead the industry
with which she deals. From her first job as
into that reordered and consolidated
an AE at WWSW Pittsburgh, Sutter has
media world.

Sutter, Diane
Born: Pittsburgh. PA Date: 1219/50 Hometown: Los Angeles Education: MS, American University; BS Allegheny
College.
1973-1973
1973-1974
1974-1975
1975-1978
1978-1978
1978-1979
1979-1984
1984-1989
1989-1991
1991-Present

Press Secretary, Congressmen Robert P. Hanrahan
Dir. of Communications, DC Bicentennial
PR, Burton Marstellar
AE, WPEZ-FM Pittsburgh
Sales Mgr., WPEZ-FM Pittsburgh
Sales Marketing Development, WXKX-FM Pittsburgh
VP/Station Mgr.-GM, VVTKN-VVWSW Pittsburgh
VP/GM, WTKN-VVWSW Pittsburgh
Corporate VP/GM, VVWSW-AM-FM Pittsburgh
Executive VP, Operations Shamrock Broadcasting

Other:
Ameican Women in Radio and Television, Past President
NAB, Legislative Liaison Committee
ABC Talkradio Affiliate Board
Pennsylvania Assoc. of Broadcasters, Board of Directors
Pittsburgh Radio Organization, Past President
Pittsburgh Radio and Television Club, Past Vice President,
Board of Directors
Television Association of the Bluegrass, Past President
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ABC News
Paul Harvey
ESPN Radio
ABC Data
American Country Countdown
America's Music Makers
Bob Kingsley
Tom Snyder
Morning Show Prep
American Agenda
Soundscan
American Top 40
Shadoe Stevens
USA Today Radio
Hot Mix
Talkradio Weekends
Mrs. Bush's Storytime
Deborah Norville
The Triple Crown
Twisted Times
American Gold
Dick Bartley
Nashville Notes
The ' 92 Vote

ZABC RADIO NETWORKS
We Make aDifference

THE WORLD LEADER
The ratings are in and according to the most
recent study by a major research firm,
Communication Graphics leads the way with
nearly 50% of the market share.
Compared to
the 8% of our nearest competitor, these
statistics prove that when it comes to thicker
inks on higher quality vinyl,
there is no
comparison.
At Communication Graphics we're commited
to quality that lasts for years and saves you
money instead of the " label" type sticker that
can fade, crack, or peel in a few months time.
When it comes to manufacturing bumper
stickers, the leaders in the Radio industry
recognize us as the leading manufacturer of
Radio decals in the world.
In fact, we are
known by the companies we keep.

ornmunication
Graphics Inc
RADIO IS LISTENING TO US.

1-800-331-4438
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